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Jay See Finds Odd
imes For Felines and
ley Do Odd Things

Established January, 1846.

of The Courier-Gazette:_
communication deals on an
y different subject from any
past frenzies. And I u«Jl
this article strictly to facts.
Iject: Cat—tom-cat, yellow
sit. named Thomas Pedro. Anag to no name whatever as fi»
family has ever seen any ev'.
Age. about four years. Be n
'arrrn. at Union line; mai*;
its’ name, unknown; nil
r answering to the name
lie Wow ”
r.y tests have led us to believe
p omas Pedro has never heard
whatever hour of the
■nJ At w!
lit hP
1ip wishes to leave the
ht
• ives tvidence by an ex1 he Irives
I1', !■>’ idI sqi
squaw] which he conI. i'.;1.: il1 his end is gained and
the house
by the ram?
1
I’ll 1
Il
When n icep out of doors,
ill. ever awakens him but whim
hvise aroused will follow a
bning linger. He very seldo.n
Is the farm premises. He is a
(•ite companion of the fam'.y
? named O Lemon, a sweet
and gets on finely with his
led feline brother "Squawk I'm
He is very fond of raw cu>er in season, but not in vine-

outstanding peculiarity is his
after meals. When fed, If
jla? • holds more than his needs
hat particular meal, he pracfrugality by covering his plate,
lor this purpose small sticks
rev. od. pieces of paper, or clcth,
ove or a mitten. When I tell
to friends a few of them express
in : but even as I began to write
lie tills morning used for the
e a piece of cloth and a scrap
napping paper, purposely left
his plate But he would have
id something and would have If
•ssary. carried it the length cf
room, as this is the regular projre he follows.
' is a little lazy as to ratting and
cir.g'' but will steal game from
mother or foster brother, named
relatives above, as when this
thi r jumps for a rat or squirrel
, "Squawk I’m Dead.” Then Tom
hero claims the booty.
A. Jay See
nicn. Jan. 7
!v went along with her husband
many of his concerts. He goes
p-sea fishing off the New Jercoast as often as he c-an He
gcod

a

appetite,

prefers

to

v. 1 by airplane, numbers among
be.-t friends, many surgeons ex.ined by the fact that MY. Wai
st’ in is fascinated by watching
udying the technique of sur
al operations.
It !.* uncompromising in his mu|al credo His one fixed idea has
»n. from the first, to play the
it music, nothing but the best;
public could take it or leave it.
adhering to this credo he has
covered that there live in this
miry several million radio listenwho are actually capable of
the

Joying

best

music

ever

■itten.

In the Middle Ages. a person
>rn under the sign of Jupiter or
love, was supposed to be merry
id gay, hence our word jovial.
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Union Minstrel Show

“Blue and Black” High
School Group Sprinkles
Songs and Jokes

three-times-a-week
Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Repr. Dwinal Makes
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Strong Plea For Old Age
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
League of Women Voters Believes Service
cents.
Fund-- The Civic
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
Would Be Benefited—Teacher Tenure
League Opposes
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Several clergymen from widely- was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 188$. The Free Press
separated
sections of Maine were was established in 1866 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
Sponsored by the Department Dr. Kennon stated that 94 percent
members of a group which voiced papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Ccstumino- wbs eolerful, carry-

iug cut the name of the rollicking
mimtrel and the stage lighting
was erharced by the color wheel.
Prc?eec from the show and the
i a nee whieh foHcwed benefited the
Athletic Association and the Glee
Club.
The lead ng parts were taken
thus: Interlocutor. Werdall Eaten,
princip 1 cf the grammar grades;
Norman Smith, Perry McEdward;
Rich. Elmer Keene. Frank Burgess.
Carl McCrillis. Clarence Leonard.

Christine Uphant, Gladys Mitchell,

Priscilla Simmons, Arlene Lovejoy,
Emma Hills, Jean Lucas. Norma
Fossett. Marion Gerald, Georgia
Norwood. Phyllis Lucas. Harriet
Farris. Winola Esancy and Senja
Meiskolainen.
TO ADDRESS POMONA
Dr. B. E. Packard, Commissioner
of Education, On Program Satur
day at East Union

Knox Pomona meets with Pio
neer Grange of East Union SaturI day, for which this program is
planned:
Welcome. James Dor nan, host
^master; response, Ida Goss, of
Jnion; address. Dr. B. E. Packard,
commissioner of education; Spring

Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, chairman of
the open forum.

Voters, an open forum was held
Tuesday night in the High School
auditorium, when two problems of
educational legislation were dis
cussed. A txill proposing several
changes in the method of selecting
members, and of rotating the term
of office of the Rockland School
Borad. was drawn in a complete
draft by a citizens’ committee and
three attorneys, and read by
Mayor Edward R. Veazie.
Mayor Veazie explained the
present system, that of each of the
seven wards electing one member
to the school board. While the
members are elected for a two year
term, it is possible for a complete
turn-over, a new board chosen
which has no experience whatsc-ever and even a new mayor and
superintedent of schools all at the
same time.
Interest has been shown by some
people in a plan whereby the
school board would have a five-year
term, with a new member each year.
They felt a five member board
would be ample, but that the mem
bers should be elected, and not ap
pointed. Such a system would cut
two wards out, but could be ad
justed so that in the rotation no
two persons from the same ward
should serve on the board at one
time.
In this city, if the change were
accepted, the first members would
serve in staggering terms of five,
four, three, two and one year, with
an annual appointment of one
each year thereafter for a fiveyear term. Mayor Veazie stated
that if passed by legislature the
change would be sent to Rockland
for referendum. The act will go
before legislature Feb. 6.
Lively discussions from the floor

of school superintendents have
been in favor of this law, and
cited some of the bemfits in the
states that now have full tenure,
and that he thought it put a pre
mium on leadership among super
intendents that makes for a more
efficient school system.
Another speaker was Mrs. J.
Marden DeShon, State president
of the League, who said that she
felt the breakup in Europe was
making the people of this country
more conscious of their responsi
bility toward public affairs, and
awakening them to the indiffer
ence of so many in the govern
mental affairs. The League is
proud of its record of inciting in
terest in public affairs among
women.
Chairman of the meeting was
Mrs. Keryn ap Rife, who intro
duced the speakers. A great deal of
Interest was manifest all through
the evening’s meeting, which
proved gratifying to the League
members.

Rockland Lions

Past Presidents Had Their
Inning—Reminiscences
By Judge Ingraham
Past presidents of the Rockland
Lions Club furnished yesterday's
entertainment, the speakers being
Eugene E. Stoddard, Wilbur F. Senter, C. Earle Ludwick, Dr. Blake
Annis, and Frank H. Ingraham.
The remarks were of a reminis
cent nature, and all present were
sorry when the time limit cut
short the talk given by “Judge”
Ingraham, who had taken his
listeners back to the early begin
nings of Lionism in this city. It
had remained) for Gus Sturdivant,
a former Portland actor, to give
the movement its proper impetus.
Charter night was observed Dec. 5,
1928 with members of the Bangor
club present to assist in the festivi
ties. Charles T. Smalley, as king
lion, was responsible for having the
second annual convention of the
41st district held at the Samoset
Hotel.
“Duke'’ Annis, pianist since the
club started, responsible for the
induction of 18 members, and hold
er of the master key. was given a
fine hand, and the ovation was ex
tended to C. Earle LuBwick, also
a master key man.
Following is a list of the char
ter members:
A. B. Allen, Willis H. Anderson,
Blake B. Annis, Louis L. Aylward
H. B. Bowes. A. L. Briggs, A. E
Brunberg, J. F. Burgess, Harry H
Brown. H. G. Cole, B. E. Flanders
George W. Gay, Edward Goma
Frank H. Ingraham, Albert C
Jones. Thomas F. Keating, Harold
S. Leach, M. F. Lovejoy, Parker S
Merriam, Carl E. Morse. Ralph E
Nutt. E. Stewart Orberton, H. F.
Philbrook. B. F. Philbrook, Rich
ard1 F. Saville. Charles T. Smalley,
Eugene E. Stoddard, andi Dr. R,
G. Wasgatt.
J. F. Burgess acted as master of
ceremonies, and the meeting was
a live one, devoted to the inter
change of some excellent ideas.

•old Letters

Iress, school, or your
usiness

WATCH AND CLOCK REPAIRING
FIRST THREE PATRONS SATURDAY MAY HAVE WATCHES
REPAIRED FREE OF CHARGE

limited to 30 letters,
is this has been made

Also First Three Patrons Having Clocks Repaired Will Be Served

ose co-operation with
rgest manufacturers,
zith your own imprint
ents apiece.

Special For Opening Day Only
AIL WATCHES CLEANED FOR $1.25

$2.75

Free of Charge

NOVELTY PINS GIVEN TO 20 R. H. S. GIRLS

Work Left at Former Shop in Waldoboro Has Been Moved To
New Address, or If More Convenient Arrangements May Be Made
at Old Address.

ALBERT KYLLONEN
11 PARK STREET.,
OPP. PARK THEATRE

(Yellow only)

Simplex

A “SMASH-HIP’ BEANO

i’» while this offer lasts.

A remarkable benefit beano party will be held
Tonight, Thursday, Jan. 30—8 o’clock

V. F. W. HALL, WATER STREET
Specials Including
THREE—HALF TONS OF COAL—THREE
BENEFIT INFANTILE PARALYSIS FUND
23 GAMES. 25c—SPECIALS—TOM FLEMING IN CHARGE

LU

Co-ed

creation

with

faultless fitting qualities. We
have your correct size in a
variety of patterns.

Postage 15c

gth of use, and appearm the equal of pencils
lese pencils are Hexaera, Number 2 medium
general use.

We’ve scooped the town with
these new fashionable pat
terns made of rich, soft
leathers. The season’s newest

12-13

BLACK
AND
BROWN

$5.00
and

$6.50

SHOE STORE

ROCKLAND,

ME.

*

The Black Cat

THE KAISER’S BIRTHDAY

The former Kaiser of Germany, Emperor Wilhelm II, who
has been in exile at Doom, The Netherlands, since he abdi
cated the throne more than 22 years ago, quietly observed his
82th birthday Tuesday, described by the Associated Press as
“serenely content in his refuge” and with no thought of leav
ing the refuge where he has found his principal diversion in
tree-chopping. Once the mose hated man in the worud Wil
helm today rates a poor second to Adolf Hitler, who, instead
of profiting by the terrible results of the first World War has
brought on one which it pales in comparison—all because of
an ambition and ego, which will apparently not be satisfied
until the two hemispheres bow their heads at his shrine. Such
a sad state of affairs may come to pass, but not until the might
of Great Britain and the Americas has been disproved. The
wood-chopper failed to do it. Can the paper hanger?
A BETTER SHOWING

Rep. Charles F. Dwinal

opposition at a hearing before the
legislative legal affairs committee
Tuesday to a proposed State lot
tery which its author estimated
would produce between $1500.000
and $2,000,000 annually for old age
assistance.
Rep. Charles F. Dwinal, Camden,
who introduced the bill, and five
others lined up against the oppo
sition registered by 14 speakers.
Most of the latter were presented
by Rev. Frederick W. Smith of
Waterville, executive secretary of
the Maine Christian Civic League.
The primary contention of those
supporting the proposal, including
Dwinal. was that Maine individuals
were spending large sums for lot
tery tickets now. with the money
going to private interests.
It
would be better for the State to
legalize such gambling and obtain
funds to finance worthy govern
ment programs, they held.
Principal arguments of the op
position were that a lottery would
make the poor man poorer and
perhaps cause some rich men to
become poor; would break down
the moral fibre of the State’s citi
zenry. particularly its youth; and
would not, “by and large," improve
Maine’s

financial

standing.

Dwinal. who is a member of the
committee,
advised at the outset
hat revue, Pioneer Grange; topic,
he planned to amend the bill by
I “What the farm home has meant
attaching a referendum clause and
to the life of the nation.” F. L.
providing that one of the three
Ludwig; solo. Roger Teague of
lottery commissioners shall be of
| Warren; playlet. Pioneer Orange;
the minority (Democratic) party.
question, “How much of your liv
The bill provided that 55 per
ing does your farm furnish?". Jchn
cent
of the gross lottery receipts
Kearly, J. R. Danforth, Bessie Carshould be allocated to oldi age as
Iroll; reading, Jennie Payson. East
sistance, 35 percent for prizes, and
I Union.
10 percent for administration.
“It’s no secret,” said Dwinal,
A merchants committee of Cham“that you 'an buy tickets right
Iber of Commerce meeting will be
here in the State House, as well
[held Friday morning at 9.30. to
as any other place. It seems to
iscuss the opening of stores durme that if tickets are going to be
ng the evening Feb. hl. because of
sold,
it would be better to have
dosing Saturday,
Washington's
the
whole
thing out in the open.”
Jtrthday.
kept interest high, and a profit
Asserting that “liquor money is
being used now for old age assistJust received at Burdells Dress able evening was spent by the
large
audience
in
attendance.
t nee,” Dwinal pointed out, how
|Bhop, Misses sizes, $785.—adv.
Further discussion was brought
ever. that in the past few years
on by the introduction of the
the Legislature had not been “able
: teacher tenure law subject by Dr.
to find ways of raising sufficient
PUBLIC NOTICE! ■ Richard B. Kennon of Augusta,
money to do the assistance and
executive secretary of the Maine
other jobs right,” adding such ac
Herbert Alexander is no i Teachers Association. In Mr. Ken- Judge Ingraham was Invited to ex- tivity had been “just a half-way
proposition,”
longer in the employ of or ' non's opinion, such a law would
■ secure the jobs for competent
Among others who spoke in favor
connected in any way with j teachers, and at the some time
of the bill was Representative Al
eliminate incompetent ones. He
bert C. Jones of Rockland.
BURPEE FURNITURE CO. explained1 the law in detail, then
held a debate in which he was on
tend hia reminiscences at a later
KARL M. LEIGHTON
, the affirmative and Principal
meeting.
JEWELER
' George Cunningham of Rockport
Occupants of the ^Roughneck
Rockland, Jan. 29, 194L
. held the negative side. Following
Table” were assigned to edit the
■ the debate, a forum was held, and
next issue of the Lions Tale.

Opening Saturday

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 13.

[EDITORIAL]

Our Grange Corner

IAL USE

144 Pencils,
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The Lottery Bill

A SCHOOL BOARD CHANGE

High School students presented
nieces'fully the Blue and Black
Minstrel Show last night, at Town
hail under the direction cf Mrs.
of Government and Education of
\V:nola Richan Cooper, teacher of
music in the Union 3chccls, with the Rockland League of Women
M:s. Irvlrij Tuttle the accomp.r!*t.

Ncrman Smith. Pery McEdward;
circle. Clarence Perry. Edward
Yeung. Charles Hunt, and Eugene
Dunbar.
Seen in specialties were Henry
Leonard. Nathalie Fossett, Madelire Farris, Wesley Best. Howard
Hawes, Zola Cramer, Edith How
ard. Charlene Taylor. June Watts,
R Bliss Fuller, Jr., Billy Gould.
Dirk Brown, Herman Esancy. Neil
Hilt. Gerald Roscoe. Everett Whit
ney; Madiolyn Hawes, Janette
Stephenson. Betty McKinley, and
Virginia Pinkham in a dance spe
cialty; solo dances. Barbara Hutch
ins and (Lila Fransen, trained by
Devina Schlosberg in Augusta
In the chorus were: Martha
Hastings. Goldie Harford, Barbara
Morton. Norma McEdward, Pauline
King. Esther Young, Hazel Young,
Barbara Creighton, Doris Payson.

THREB CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 30, 1941

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette, 4U Main St.

Thursday
Issue

The net income of the Boston & Maine Railroad in 1940
shows a striking contrast with that of the previous year.
$2,206,098 last year, and $707,882 in 1939. Freight revenues
gained 4 percent, but the net showing is due rather to a reduc
tion in fixed charges, rather than actual increase in busi
ness. Which, it may be added, is how many concerns avoid the
red.

QUEBEC OPPOSITION

International difficulties with our nearest neighbors on the
Canadian side of the border are strongly hinted at by Maurice
Duplessis, who tells the Quebec Parliament that the develop
ment of the St. Lawrence waterways project “would con
stitute a national crime,” and “danger to international peace.”
The canal is of no interest or advantage to Canadians, he
claims, and “we would spend millions and millions of dollars to
destroy our national railways, which yearly have deficits of
many millions.” Duplessis concedes his admiration for Presi
dent Roosevelt, but says Canada would face “a constant,
threat” if the St. Lawrence River is canalized. No great
undertaking ever materialized without serious opposition and
this Canadian view is certainly not calculated to inspire
harmony.
BRITAIN CAN WIN

(Herald Tribune)
If the British survive at all, their victory will be a cer
tainty; conversely, if the British do not win the war, their
destruction will be a certainty. If Britain survives, Hitler is
done for; if Hitler survives, Britain is done for. Neither the
overgrown, ramshackle, necessitous and seething Hitlerian
empire, on the one side, nor the hard-pressed British Com
monwealth, on the other, estrained to the limit in selfdefense with its lifelines under dire threat, has the stability
to survive in the presence of the other. Hitler, with his cold,
realistic appreciation of the facts, knows this perfectly well.
There nas never been a hint of negotiated peace from him;
never a suggestion of anything save the total destruction of
the British enemy. Hitler knows that Great Britain can win;
he knows that she is inevitably going to win unless he can
smash her first; he knows that it is not stalemate w’hich con
fronts him but certain doom unless he achieves total victory,
and his whole policy is founded squarely upon that knowledge
Of course Great Britain can win; if only she can get the
weapons wherewith to survive she not only can but will win.
Nothing else is possible. Hitler knows it, and his every act is
clearly based upon the knowledge. One can only hope that the
American people in this the decisive hour of the war will
realise it, too. We might have learned more readily from
Herr Hitler in the past; let us not fail to learn this simple
lesson from him now.
WHERE TO GET IT

(Lewiston Journal)
It will cost $80,000,000 to run the State of Maine’s busi
ness for the next two years, starting July 1. Of this amount,
the legislature is required to act on about one-third, the rest
of the funds coming from ear-marked State income such as
gasoline taxes and the federal grants.
The legislature Tuesday received the biennial appropri
ation bill setting up $12,537561 for the fiscal year 1941-1942
and $12,627,280 for that of 1942-1943—the amounts recom
mended by Gov. Sewall last week in his budget to meet
expenses on the present level of governmental operations.
Gov. Sewall’s budget message advised the legislators that
$1827840 in new money would be necessary to reconcile the
budget recommendations and an estimated income of only
$23,237,302 in the next two fiscal years.
New revenues of $1,800,000 for the first fiscal year and
$1500,000 for the second would be required, he explained, if
the State provided all services called for under the law. Under
such an expanded plan, he said, old age assistance could be
granted to 17,820 ellgibles. The appropraiation bill, as did the
budget, set up $1,700,000 for 13,320 assistance cases in each of
the next two fiscal years.
Where is the State going to get the extra millions to
bridge the gap in budget and estimated revenue? All sorts of
tax bills are in the legislative hopper. One wouldn’t be able
to salvage much out of his dollar, if they should all pass, which
they won’t. On the other hand, the 4500 out of the 17.820
eligibles for old age pensions not getting them because there
are no funds, are, as Gov. Sewall points out, entitled to pen
sions just as much as the 13,000 getting them, if anybody is
going to have them.

The lecturer of Pleasant Valley
Grange offers the following pro
gram for next Tuesday: Opening
song, page 83 in the Patron; Grange
news, F. L. S. Morse; poem, Eliza
beth Passon; Ten conundrums, by
lecturer; solo, Raymond Andersen;
town topics—name and tell of one
famous man or woman who was A Hockey Triumph
born or lived in this community,
by Etta Andersen, Vallie MacLaughlin, F. L. S. Morse and My
Rockland Boys Nosed Out
ron Young. Jokes or riddles by
Battling Cony High Team
Raymond Young, Eddie Tolman
By Two Points
and Joseph Hamlin; closing song,
Rev. Kenneth Cassens. Rehearsals
The Rockland High School
will soon start for a play to be pre
hockey
team defeated a stubborn
sented in February, under the di
Cony
High
team yesterday 8 to 6.
rection of Robert Gardner.
Cony scored on the opening
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette whistle, and a few minutes later
scored' another, but Rockland
fought back bravely, scoring two
successive goals with Kalloch and
ICE CARNIVAL
J. Storer pushing the puck in the
netting. With the score tied, and
Rockland Community Park with but three minutes playing
time in the first period, Rockland
by Junior and Senior High Schools
sent
in a new front line. This
Cup Awarded to Class Having
proved
successful as A. Storer, the
Highest Scoring Student
freshman star, took a pass from
Activity Tickets Good For
Small to put the local team ahead
Admission
3 to 2.
the end' of the second quar
Saturday, Feb. 1, at 1.30 terAtRockland
was still leading 6
Auspices Girls* Athletic Ass’n
to 5. Ekner Small, hard checking
13*lt

defense man. played a game

himself as he saved many a goal
by his fine defense work. He was
by far the fastest man on the ice.
Carl Kalloch scored four goals,
and set up some nice plays for his

teammates.
It was the best game played so
far by Rockland, and was the first
time in three years that Rockland
has defeated Cony High. The
summary:
Rockland High (8)—Kalloch, lw;

Clancy, c; J. Storer, rw; Emerson,
Id; Small, rd; Snow. g. Spares,
Coffey, Salo.
Cony High (6)—Crockett, lw;
Shirtey. c; Allen, rw; Limeux, Id;
Cross, rd; Hawison, g. Spares,

Dosie.
Goals. Kalloch 4, Clancy, J. Stor
er 2, A. Storer; Shirley 4, Allen,
Dosie. Penalty, Small.
Horace P. Maxey of thia city has

(By The Roving Reporter)

One of the amusing things .in ruary 1934. Here are just a few of
connection with a fire is to hear the entries:
Feb. 3—very cold.
the comments of a group watching
Feb. 4—Zero.
it from a distance, and guessing
as to its identity. Harmless, but Feb. 5—Ten below.
Feb. 7—25 below.
of what avail?
Feb. 8—10 to 20 below.
Feb. 9—25 to 30 below, (coldest
In the “good old days,” When day ever known in Boston).
there was snow on the ground and
Feb. 10—10 below.
the weather was extremely cold a
Feb. 11—About zero.
familiar sound was the squeaking
Feb. 14—10 to 15 below.
of wagon wheels as they passed
Feb. 16—5 to 10 below.
over the frozen surface—the colder
Feb. 17—5 below.
the day the worse the squeaking.
Feb. 20—Tough snowstorm.
But limerock wagons and other
Feb. 24—10 below.
heavy horse-drawn vehicles are
Feb. 25—20 above during the day.
now seldom seen on the streets, and
Feb. 26—Tough snowstorm.
the youth of today misses music
Feb. 28—Zero.
which rang familiarly on the ears
of the old-timers. And how those
One year ago: Willis I. Ayer,
telephone wires used to hum when clothing merchant, retired from
we walked the railroad track to business, selling his store to Ralph
the Marsh, a-skating to go.
P. Conant.—The Winter sports
meet conducted by Rockland High
A popular Rockland alderman School was won by Union with 55
who is soft-spoken when he talks points. Rockland was second with
but who makes a terrific racket 23.—Elmer E. Rackliff, 77, died at
when he falls, awoke the echoes on Ash Point.—Mirror Lake had 9
Main street the other night when feet, 8 inches of water over the
he stretched full length on the icy intake.—Margaret E. Graves died
pavement almost in the shadow of at the age of 85 years.—James M.
City Hall. The acting mayor said Young, 88, died at Vinalhaven.—L.
E. McRae moved to his new office
—tout never mind what he said.
in Glover block—Mrs. Earl Haskell
Crepe-hangers are never popular, fell and broke one of her ankles.—
so Hie Black Cat’s reputation is George H. Thomas of Camden was
likely to suffer when he tells you made a member of the State Park
about the weather we had in Feb I Commission.

FOOD FAIR CONTEST REPORT
Lucille Melvin Has Strong Lead In the

Opening Count—Interest Is Keen
The contest for the title of “Miss I zette will carry a coupon that Is
Rockland” in connection with the j good for 20 votes in the contest.
Community Food Fair really swung ' Contest headquarters are at the
into action Wednesday with the I Chamber of Commerce in the
first counting of the ballots cast Community Building and any infor the contestants in the race. i formation regarding the contest
Every girl is bending her best ef may be had by calling there.
The standing of the contestants
forts to win the valuable prizes and
the honor of being named “Miss at 5 p. m. of Wednesday is as fol
Rockland” from the stage of the lows:
Community Buiding on Friday eve Lucille Melvin ...................... 24,660
ning of Fair Week which is from Dorothy Trask ...................... 19,500
Mary Snow .......................... 16,210
Feb. 17 to 22 inclusive.
The sale of season tickets has Anne Brooks ........................ 14,360
been restricted to the girls who are Dorothy Baum .................... 14,280
entered as contestants, so each Shirley Firth ........................ 13,660
ticket sold means 500 votes and Ebba Kalloch ........................ 13,440
might be the deciding factor in Ruby Elliott ........................ .. 11,260
each winning the title and first . Mary Anastasia .................~ 10,640
Edith Rich
................... .. 10,600
prize.
The contest ends at 9 p. m. of j Rosalie Harvey .................... 10,320
Feb. 18. There will be no season Ruth McMahon ..............-.... 10,040
tickets sold at the ticket windows Eleanor Porter ...................... 10,080
Monday and Tuesday of Fair Week, Josephine Farrington ........... 10.000
but, the contestants will be in the Barbara Rogers ................... 10,000
lobby to care for your needs.
Miriam Leppanen ............... 10.000
Each issue of The Courier-Ga- Evelyn Willis ........................ 10,000

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- - j-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- “Vox” Reappears

Smart Little Paper Pub
lished In the Prison—
Runnells’ Contribution
The first issue of Vox for the
present year, and beginning of its
eighth volume, reached the editor’s
desk this week. It is published in
pamphlet form by the inmates of
the Mine State Prison, and presents
a very creditable appearance. The
Vox Administrative Board com
prises: Captain E. Ingalls, censor;
Officer R. Bell, advisor; George
Leavitt, printer; Archie J. L'ltalien
and Mansur Sprague.
The local department notes the
appointment of Captain Rowell as
deputy, and Officer Ingalls as his
successor; tells of fun derived from
the skating rink; welcomes Getchell's return for the ball team s bene
fit, and sounds the desire for a
sports editor.
The prison population at the be
ginning of the year was 406, and
the highest daily count for 1940
was 466. There are 57 at the Prison
Farm.
Former State Controller William
A. Runnells, serving a sentence for
embezzlement of State funds was
a contributor to the current issue.
He wrote on the grim days facing

been appointed to the president’s the country and lauded the Inau
field staff of the Phoenix Mutual guration stand taken by Governor
Life Insurance Co., an honor con Sumner Sewall. Runnells’ article

ferred upon a limited number of follows:
“This month sow the end of a
by Phoenix men

torrid, turbulent year, the 1940.
War at our very doors continues

to come closer and involves this
country more each day. The days
ahead are ominous.
“A new governor of Maine, a
World War ace, a scholar, and a
student of government. His inau
gural speech above all else showed
his knowledge of what are the
State’s needs, ability to take care
of these needs, and what economy
in government means. He doesn’t
profess to know all the answers,
yet one will have to have something
near right before he changes his
opinion on any matter coming up
for consideration. He won't get
far out of lie in his opinions, and
when shown will stand by to the
end.
A fearless gentleman, his
brilliance will be proven and his
place among Maine's great gover
nors will be established. Good luck
and successful administration. Gov
ernor.” (Signed W. A. Runnells).

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
WHITE JANUARY
January came last night, came and
left the whole world white,
Covered all Its ugliness with a crystal
loveliness.
Hid Its ruin and Its stains until not
a scar remains.
Every soil-marked yesterday It has
softly put away.
January came last night, came and
left the world all white.
Like a page. Now. could she be throw
ing out a hint to me?
When I see her fields, then look at
life's stained and blotted book,
January makes It clear how my page
might look next year.

--Clarence E Pynu

The Courier-Gazette
THRTO-TIME8-A-WFEK
I will behave myself wisely in a
perfect way. I will walk within
my house with a perfect heart —
Psalm 101: 2.

Book Review
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THE
;00D OLD DAYS
OF

LOCAL BANDS
By
I REE MEMBER

(By K. S. F.)

Tracks In The Snow

UNPAID BILLS?]

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

COFFEE TO SUIT YOUR TASTE AT THE

(By the Rockland Ski Gulls)
A

column

edited

weekly

by

this club for the promotion and
development of skiing in our
own locality. Each week a few’
steps on “Ski Technique” will
be published thus making, at the
end of the season, a complete
Dry Course on skiing.
• • • •
While our club is still remarking
about last Saturday's beautiful
storm, there seems to be one group
that wasn't at all satisfied—the
Public Works Department boys.
It may interest John Gardner to
know' that we have had that storm
ordered for two weeks!
* * * •
Ott Billings is ccming to the
front fast as a skier—he'll be giving
Kent Glover some pretty tough
competition, too. Oh well, it's just
another case of getting the ski
“bug."

Hiram Ulmer hurriedly turned
These I Uke Best, the Favor! t- 'the job of taming the lion over to
Novels and Stories, by Kathlce.i George Rackliff, as usual. With
Norris, as chosen by herself. Pub out rising from his chair Rackliff
lished by Doubleday Doran. Com pointed at the man and called
out: ‘‘Hey, you” land as the man
pany, New York.
Opening these storic with v it looked at the speaker) "Yes, I
many call her best nov 1
t > mean You! Come up here. I want
.1. i to talk to you.”
Ships," we delight in ’ f.n
The self styled deputy came to
this very clever comp la ho
the stage in a few strides and bel
Mrs. Norris’ best writing., i’.
ing a book of the size and weign’ ieved “Here I am, curly head, now
’-Hf
and if you don’t
of the modern trend of novel; an ci ■
■nr
'
'•
t
<
•*
me Ill have to
giving an excellet variety of read
co
i
■
r
<->
a
nd
take you and
ing under one cover. An ideal book
for travel days. Thirty years has I >our -w
I .across my knee and
seen this author put out from her | give you a sound spanking.”
desk and pen 65 novels, besides 200
Of coir e the crowd laughed and
♦ ♦ • •
short stones; and she is still alive : Rackliff laughed with them. After
It
is
interesting
to note that every
with interest in her work
quiet wa restored Rackliff said;
member
cf
the
Home
Defense in
Ending this favorite group with "Now, my friend, I know you are
Canada
will
be
trained
in
ski war
"Beauty in Letters" Mrs. Norris feeling kind of kittenish, and no fare.
has added another white stone to one blames you for wanting to en
• » « *
her collections of honors as she joy yourself. People come here to
touches so many sides of a great have, a good time and we want John Karl has a pretty good
story telling talent that holds the them to have a good time, but it method of doing the herring-bone
. . he climbs twenty-five feet,
readers pleasure. Kathleen Norris seems to me that you are traveling
kisses
the slope, then climbs twentyis classed as America’s best loved a bit too fast when you refuse to
five
more
—ask Freddie Merritt!
pay your admission and force your
novelist.
# $
$
way
in
here
and
threaten
to
spoil
The book is handsomely bound
We
’
re
glad
to
see
the local High
and tlie makeup is quite up to our nice party by getting tough. School boys doing so well—Bob
the standard of this fine publish Now, you step over to the door and Paul, Dave Bicknell, “Cracker”
ing house. Every one of these stor buy your ticket and come on in Rice, Line McRae, and others.
ies has real stuff in it and worthy and be a good fellow and have a R.H.S. has the makings of a good
good time with the rest of us.”
reading.
ski team.
Deceived by the pleasant speech
* « « m
The grab booth at Community and the pacifist tone in which it
Ray and Cliff Cross, of the Knox
Pood1 Pair, Peb. 17-22 will be in was delivered the ex-deputy bawled County Camera Club, were on deck
charge of the Girl Scouts under anew his defiance and proclaimed last Sunday to get a few shots of
chairmanship of Mrs. Elmer Trask 1 1° ^he world that he would buy no the Ski Gulls and “Gals'’ tail-wag
and an amazingly fine job has been ' ticket, would • conduct himself in ging down the rolling slope. Hope
done in securing major gifts for . an>’ manner pleasing to himself they come out good.
• • • *
the booth. ’ Grabs’ have in many ! and furthermore, he invited the
years been considered very “small crowd in general and Rackliff ui
Running slalom is not as easy as
potatoes," something for the young particular to undertake the job of it looks. We found that out the
hard way,—spills aplenty!
The
sters to try, but this year Mrs. evicting him.
"So be it.” said Rackliff. “I have difficulty comes when you try to
Trask’s busy group has secured
major articles with a fine weekly tried to be nice to you but if make another turn before the last
special. Here are just a few of nothing but trouble will satisfy one is half completed.
tlie gifts among the grabs—women's you—here I come.”
Ski Technique—Park 2
Rackliff arose, carefully placed
slippers, mens slippers, 10 tickets
Stepping Around Turn: This turn
to Park, 10 tickets to Strand, ice his fiddle in the chair and stepped is the easiest way for the beginner
cream (S. <fc H), case of soda, to tlie floor. From then on things to gain another direction and is
two haircuts, shampoo and wave, happened mighty fast. The stage usually the 'first taught. To turn
three cleaning and pressing jobs, was in the end of the hall and the to the left—lift the left ski. put it
two lubrications, car wash, curling door was close to the stage. From down with the feet separated a
iron set, girl's parka hood, men’s the door to the ground was a cov convenient distance with the tip
gloves, necklace, coffee, finger ered stairway and we caught a pointed out, and the rear ends of
wave, etc. All these and many fleeting glimpse of several arms the skis near each other. Lift the
more will be had among the and legs hurtling through the door right ski and put it down parallel
smaller grabs. That will be one and down the stairs. A few sec to the left ski—repeat.
onds later a certain ex-deputy
of the fairs most popular spots.
Kick Turn: The Kick Turn is a
struggled to his feet and mumbled,
quicker and more graceful way of
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS "Where is the mule that kicked me turning than the Stepping Around
—or did I get run over?”
WORK WONDERS
Turn. To turn to the left—start
“Tlie mule is right here,” said with the skis near together and
Rackliff, who had followed down parallel. Facing to the left, put
the stairs. "Sorry if I hurt you. both poles behind your right ski,
but you started my temper a little about a foot apart. Now kick the
by acting like a d—n fool. I've de left ski forward and upward until
cided I don't like your company the rear end of it rests beside the
IN 1928 AT
and I advise you to trot straight point of the right ski and is in an
MAMiCA,JUGOSLAVIA
down that street right in front of upright position. Next swing the
-JUMPER
you and don’t come back until you tip around and back until it is down
can behave like a gentleman. Now on the snow beside the right ski
light out before I change my mind.” but pointing in the opposite direc
LONGEST
As the would-be bad man van tion. Then bring the right ski
JUMP
ished in the darkness Rackliff around to this position, also the
ON
RECORD
went back to the stage and called right pole, until the skis are once
“Form on for a plain quadrille!” more parallel.
The dance went on.
Falling; if the skis get out of con
Here is a little incident in the trol so that the skier is apt to fall
life of George Rackliff that turns it Is better to pick the place and
the light cn another side of his method of falling, and then relax
character—he doesn’t throw any and fail backwards or to the side,
one down stairs this time.
rather than to let yourself get go
Meservey, Rackliff and Maddox ing so fast that it will be impos
played in the old Armory hall on sible to fall with safety. Forward
Spring street every Saturday night falls are more dangerous, thus, if
a skier learns to fall correctly at
for several years.
One night a man came to the the beginning it may save him
PUT MUSCLE
door and asked for Rackliff. seme nasty spills later on.
IN YoUR MoToR
Getting Up: Nothing takes a
George sent word that he would
see the man at intermission. The skiers energy more than falling
man told Rackliff that his (the and getting up. To get up with the
man's) wife was about to be dis least amount of energy, first un
charged from a hospital in Bangor tangle the skis and poles. Next
and
that he lacked $3 of the amount lying on your side, get the skis
Pour them all
it would take to get her home and down-hill from you, parallel, and
through this funnel
asked Rackliff to loan him the $3.
George to# him that he had only usual in the case of a kind, generous
a few cents in his pocket at the human, the vultures flocked about
time, but added, “I’ll get just S3 him and kept his financial bones
when I finish this dance and if you picked pretty clean.
will hang around I will let you
I know of at least two needy per
have it.”
sons for whom he built neat little
The man did not fail to "hang homes.
around” you may be sure and
The following incident will throw
George gave him his night’s work light on yet another angle of the
and went home with his “few cents” subject of this memory sketch—the
and. I doubt not, had to go without man of business.
Rackliff, if he could find an “off
things he needed
The man never came near Rack night,” which was very seldom, had
liff again and whether the story of a yen for hiring a hall and running
the sick wife was true or false we a dance himself, paying all the bills
never knew. I asked George several and taking all the profits—if any.
years later if he had ever heard Sometimes he made a dollar, some
FINANCE CO.
from the man and, up to that time, times not, but either way he en
he
had not. and I doubt if he ever joyed the game—win or lose.
Room 201. Kresge
BldR., 241 Water St.
I have no doubt that some who
did. This incident might have
Tel. 1155, Augusta,
read
this will remember that Supt.
soured
some
men.
but
not
Rackliff.
Me,
Small Loan
Statute License No.
He earned a lot .of money but was Hawkins of the electric railway
1. Charges 3% on
always a little short on the finan usually sent special cars to bring
unpaid monthly balances up to
4150: 2!x% monthly on balances
cial end of the stick due to just the dance crowds home from Cam
above.
such incidents as the above. As is den, Rockport, Warren and Thom
aston, but, if in his judgment the
crowd might be too small to warrant
a profit to the company the request
for a special car, or several, was not
CONTEST COMMITTEE
complied wih.
In such cases he would rent a car
for $5, the rentor to collect the
fares, said fares to belong to the
Please enter my name in the contest for the title of
rentor, win or lose; and they never
paid a cent of rent, taxes nor any
“MISS ROCKLAND”
thing else. Rackliff footed the bill
I understand that I am to receive 10,000 votes as an entering
and never even asked the parties to
award and 500 votes for each season ticket that I sell, as well as
pay him a penny.
20 votes for each Courier-Gazette Ccepon deposited to my credit.
When I called him "the one and
only Rackliff” in a previous “sketch”
I promise to conduct myself according to the rules of the
I meant just that. Few men are
contest and abide by the final decision of the contest judges.
privileged to do as much good dur
ing the life-span as was Rackliff
DATE .... -.......................... NAME
and he did his good deeds gladly
This entry must be made at the Chamber of Commerce in
and quietly.
It seems a pity that such men as
the Rockland Community Building not later than 5.00 P. M. of
he have to pass on but it is the de
January 30.
cree of old Mother Nature.
10-13
(To be continued)

FFAWPOWER

WHIT THOMPSON’!! BE THAR

Captain Whitney Thompson of Pert Clyde signed up to appear in the
Sea and Shore Fisheries exhibit at the New York and Boston Sportsmen's
Shews isn’t missing any sartorial tricks. Shown above as he trims his
whiskers reflects upon the weeks he will spend in the city which he does
not like because “cities are too bound up—can’t see nothing f«r houses.”
A veteran fisherman, he will be dressed In oil skins, hoots and sou’wester
while in the exhibit and will give demonstrations of net knitting and
volubility to the vast crowds which will visit the shows. He has been to
the shows before and has always made a decided hit. Already he has been
engaged for several national radio programs and other appearances.

Basketball Battles
Trojans Tough and Tender

Playing one of the finest games
of the season, the Community Tro
jans nosed out the Camden Y. M.
C. A. team 39 to 36 in an overtime
period. The first half was very
much a defensive battle, with
neither team being able to break
in for layup shots. The half end
ed 14 to 13, in Camden's favor.
Taking the tap from center to
open the second half, Chisholm
turned and sunk a beautiful long
shot wliich put Rockland in front
for the first time. The game see
sawed* back and forth from then
on, with Heal of Camden sinking
many one handed shots from the
corner. With but three minutes
left to play, Billings took the ball
on quick breakaway play and set
up easy layups to Chisholm cutting
in from the sides. At this point
as close as possible under the body.
By leaning forward and with the
help of the poles it is then easy to
get up.
* * * *
Some of the more common ski
terms: Sitzmark, a backward fall;
Slalom, a down-hill race in which
the skier is required to go between
flags; Schuss, straight fast down
hill skiing—“to take it straight;”
Rucksack, knapsack used to carry
skiers essentials; Powder Snow,
light, dry snow—excellent for ski-„|
ing; track, signal called by skier,
to warn anyone who might be in
the way, that he is coming.
♦ ♦ * ♦
I
The boys had sort of tough luck
getting cigars from the new bride- i
groom, Ken Post—but who wants to
smoke a cigar while he’s skiing
anyway!
• • • •
Homer Hayward, the new ski in
structor at Camden, is about as
smooth a skier as we've seen in
these parts—by the way girls—he’s '
been invited to the Ski Gull danc- I
ing party being held at the Snow !
Bowl Lodge, tonight—Ski Heil!

—Photo by Dick Reed.
......
11
......... >■
Wasgatt sunk two baskets for
Camden was not able to score
while Chisholm and Karl scored
on a field goal and foul. The
lineup:
Kockalnd Trojans (39)
G.
Karl. If ................. 2
Billings rf ........... 2
Wincher.bach, c .. 0
Cole, c .................... 1
Chisholm, rg ....... ID
Peterson, rg ......... 2

39

17
Camden

Y (36)

Heal, If .................
Richards, rf .........
Clark, c . .............
Bagley, c .............
Fogg, lg ...............
Wasgatt, rg ..........

G.
5
3
1
3
1
3

F.

Pts.

3

13
7

1
0
0
0

2
6
2

OWNCP ANO OHRAYtO »r TMt GlltAT ATLANTK.»*AC1»iCKA CO

MEATS & FISH -oFRUITS H. VEGETABLES • GROCERIES • BAKERY • DAIRY

36

Referee, Smith.
In the last game of the doubleheader, the Belfast Boys Club
played the Trojans off their feet
to win 64 to 37.

The Girl Scouts of Blue Bonnet
Troop have been invited to be the
guests of the Camden Scouts at
the Snow Bowl Saturday and are
planning to attend. Any offers
for transportation would1 be very
much appreciated. Please get in
touch with Captain Trask im
mediately.

462 MAIN ST.

Trade at
A&P
1 gave on all
your food
needs!
We’re happy to co-operate
with the Federal Surplus
Foods Stamp Plan. '

“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and
37 Elm Street, Camden”

LB 17C
Pork Loins
LB 23c
Lamb Legs
23c
Fowl
SUNNYFIELD
lb29c
Cooked Hams
lb 25c
Rib Roast
28c
Turkeys
Lamb Fores
12c
Boneless Chuck Roast sIw'beef «25c
33c
Capons
WHOLE OR EITHER HALF,

FANCY - SOFT-MEATED

FANCY, MILK-FED - 4 TO 4H LBS AVG

PRICES THROUGH SAT . FEB 1

HEAVY CORN-FED STEER BEEF

QmnImss
ANN PAGE

PRESERVES

BONED & ROLLED IF DESIRED

ALL 1LAVOKS

<| PC
IU

LB
JAR

ANN PAGE

FANCY,
GENUINE MILK-FED-6 TO 8 LBS AVG

MELLO-WHEAT 15C

Smelts

2

25‘

A LBS

FANCY MEDIUM

Steaks or Roasts

35

C

* DAIRH PRODUCTS

Eggs

GOOD
USED CARS

A TOP QUALITY
GRADE

LB

1 LB PRINT

LB

CRESTVIEW BRAND - UNCLASSIFIED

YELLOW EYE

Friend’s Beans
Yankee Beans
A&P Golden Sweet Corn
Iona Peaches

4Th-tf

35‘
36‘
23‘
24‘

LB

PEA OR KIDNEY

DOZ

2

family

Grapefruit Juice

CANS

10‘
9C
25c

NO 2
CAN
Z^SkNS
CANS

AfcP

NO 2

UNSWEETENED

CAN

Eat More Apples for Winter Health’

EXCLUSIVE LYNN DEALER

Apples

ROCKLAND SALES & SERVICE .

Cortland

Apples

TEL. 738-W

12-14

NATIVE

McIntosh

8
7

LBS

LBS

25c
25c

A&P son TWIST or
HOME STYLE BREAD
4 |?i

2

LOAVES

5'

Steel Sh elter
1/ezlu.a.blel

WHITE HOUSE

EVAP. milk

OUfi BflflK VAULT

14KOZ

• Don't lose
any of your
valuables this year when you can pro
tect them for only a few cents a month.
What chance has a "house-breaker"
to break into our heavily guarded vault?
Fire will find no welcome from the
massed steel around your box. And even
the vault attendant can't open your box
without your key besides his own. Better
rent your box now.

4

CANS

26

SLICED or

I

NO.2IS
A&P Peaches PfALVES 2 CANS 27‘
NO 2h
A&P Fruit Cocktail
2 CANS 35'
NO 5
A&P Pineapple Juice
CAN 21'
2 LB
Supsweet Prunes
PKG 15'
2 LB
A&P Prunes MEDIUM SIZE
PKGS 25'
16 OZ
Rajah Salad Oil
CAN 17'
!i LB
Our Own Tea
PKG 10'
NESTLE'S
Chocolate Bars ECONOMY SIZE EACH 10'
THE NEW-FREE DISH TOWEL
LGE
Sospine , IN EACH PACKAGE
PKG 18'
LARGE
Soap .Powder -VIHIR SAIL
PKGS 25'

I

Elk's Beano FridJ
prize drawn each

For flying instriui
Treat, 68 Orace J
•dv.

second floor. 16 SJ
Fellows Block. Cil .
Coats and Cloth C<
prices.

LIFE INStl
SERV
LOUIS A V
79 Summer St .

Dance Saturl
SOUTH HOPE G
Old and Nev
WOODCOCK’S
Admission 25c, 35c

WALDO t

HYDROGENATED VEGETABLE

CAN

Lux Flakes
Soap Flakes WHITE SAIL
lux Toilet Soap
Cando Silver Polish

2

3

14

“HULLAB
featuril
I RANK Ml

SATURDAVj

c

LARGE
PKG
LARGE
PKGS

4 QC
IV
25c

CAKES

16
21c

JAR

THI KS. EKI I

JOHN HOWARD I
In

SHORTENING
1 LB

SHOW T|
Single Evening i
Mats.: Saturday 2J

lUI.I.Il: I’.

A&P's 100% PURE

FULLFLAVORED
AND THRIFTY!

OUTSELLS ALL OTHt* BRANDS COMBINED IN A&P STORES

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VTNALHAVEN
WARREN

IGE

Grapefruit '- 8 ^25C SIZE 6 FOR 25c
4lbs23c
Bananas
FIRM, RIPE
JUICY
Florida Oranges MFD SIZE 3 doz 33c
10 LB BAG 23C
Yellow Onions

I U

-AReliable String Beans
Sms’119
O'c
MORNING SUN
String Beans Sliced, French Style X210c
2 4 AC
Maine Peas MORNING SUN NO
CAN I U
NO. 2 2|C
Reliable Peas
CANS

Knox County w,
three men under
draftees. Lincoln's
Hat\<x k .
I
inducted at P<
f
to 28

MAINE’S LITTI.l
TEL. WALDOl

1 LB 4 OZ

Concrete and

Abraham Small
to Caribou, where
day as teacher in
there.

CC

RUITSakdVEGETABLES

ASK YOUR

The South Bris
n contract for t'
costing $300,000.

nqc
ZO

Genuine Oven Baked-N E. Style 28 OZ
PEA, KIDNEY or YELLOW EYE CAN

ROCKLAND '

Theres always
I thankful for. so
I thermometer reco
I this morning the
X lection that, five
I day was the • |
Winter <40 below
B that five years i
15 below' in Ro
■'only live In hot;
will not be like I
ago- referred to J
/column today.

Visit Lucien K

Silverbrook Butter
Butter SUNNlb 37c
Red Skin Cheese cubed

LYNN RANGE BURNER

Ifout

LB

PORTERHOUSE, SIRLOIN, BOTTOM ROUND or N.Jf. SIRLOIN

SEE THE NEW

a

LB

HEAVY
STEER BEEF LB

_____

OZ PKG

HEAVY STEER BEEF -

LB

FANCY, YOUNG, NORTHERN

WE BUY AND SELL

ROCKLAND, ME.

LB

WHOLE or EITHER HALF

SLICED OR HALVES

445 MAIN ST.

The W

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rockland Stores Only

6

0

16

■h

Jan. 31 Ho;>e I
Gall at Cl range III
Jan. 31 -Warren
lie speaking cont< j
Feb 1 Knox I’
Pl. neer Orange. EiJ
Peb. 3—Travel |
Coast” by Mr- P I
Rockland Uniter-a I
Feb 6—Reunion I
Eastern State Nn: I
Ass'n a' Copper Kt
Peb. 7 “Knox Cl
a full color motion
by The Knox Col
at the Communlt I
Peb 7 New Hnl
• The New Mlnlst I
Casino.
Peb 10 Klwian
Hotel Rockland
Peb 11—Celebrntil
25th anniversary
Feb. 12—Lincoln I
Peb 12-13—Junl. 1
Wild Night.”
Feb. 14 St. Vali d
Eel)
H Kl|)p\ >|
land HikIi Si I
f
Feb 14 16
Can J
Carnival
Peb. 17-22 -Conn J
Peb 21 Kducal. I
at GAR. hall.
Peb 22- Wash in .1
Peb. 26—Ash W< 1
glna
Peb 28 Thespi.. |
three one act pla
School.

!ACh25C
Cleansweep Brooms
12 OZ 4 QC
Libby’s Corned Beef
CAN I U
6 OZ QCC
Boneless Chicken
CAN uU
QCC
Dill Pickles STANDARD PACK 2 1QT.
JARS XU
QUART
JAR XU
Molasses
EARLY MORN
QUART Q 4 C
Sultana Molasses
JAR X I
M LB 4 flC
Iona Baking Chocolate
PKG I U
Vc! 6c
Ivory Salt
6c
Four Seasons Salt
QCC
Sunnyfield Cake Flour 2 44PKGSOZ XU

QQC

“TEXAS RANI
RID
Also On the San
HUGH HI.)
in
“SLIGHTLY II

SUN.-MOV. I
ROBERT T.
RUTH HI
in

“FLIGHT CO
PILES! PILES!
J

Why spend money
remedies? Pile Hi j
relief at once. Mon
delighted. 11. A. Ml
Me. (mailed anywiil
$160). On sale at T
Rate Store, Itocklal

BURPB
FUNERAL
Ambulance
TELEPHOl
396 or 781-1 ol
110-112 LIMEROl I

ROCKLAMI

EveFy-Other-Day

Every-Ottier-Da?

TALK OF THE TOWN

Municipal Court room Feb. 3, at
10.30 o'clock.

THE

IT

STORY!
....-*«s
eOT^-i,

ESI

Lt auantk. t »A(tf«C »«* COCERIES • BAKERY • DAIRY

EITHER HALF

LB

jO; I MEATtO

LB

4H LBS AVG
innyfield
or EITHER HALF

LB

|ED STEER BEEF

LB

NORTHERN

LB
LB

.LED IF DESIRED

HEAVY

Z

UM

LBS

IUND or N. Y. SIRLOIN

(DUCTS
TOP QUALITY
GRADE

35c
LB 36e

LB

1 LB PRINT

ASSIFIED

LOUIS A. WALKER
79 Summer St., Phone 577

DOZ

2

FAMILY
CANS

ZO

Corn

8

2

NO 2';
CANS

OCC
ZU

NO 2
CAN

EC

3

■r

6

25c

4 lts 23'

firm, ripe

JUICY
MFD SIZE

3 doz 33®
10 LB BAG

23‘

A&P’s lOOTo PURE

^ROGENATED VEGETABLE

CAN

2

3

iap
Polish

LARGE
PKG
LARGE
PKGS

-II QC
U

CAKES

QCC
ZO
1 6C

JAR

21c

FULLFLAVORED
AND THRIFTY!
PKG
OF 15

■Brooms
ed Beef

I

EACH

ELMWOOD
FARM

EARLY MORN

isses
IChocolate

STANDARD PACK

25®

12CAN0Z 1I QC
9

6 oz occ
CAN uO
1 QT.
JARS ZO
QUART nqc
JAR ZO
QUART 01 C
JAR Z I

Dr. W. J. Wilkinson, head of the
history department of Colby Col
lege, will be the speaker next Wed
nesday at the dinner meeting of
the Knox County Colby Club to be
held at the Copper Kettle. Ail
Colby men and women are invited
with wives husbands or guests.
Dinner will be served at 6.30 and
the meeting epened to the public
at 7.30 when Dr. Wilkinson opens
his address.

Anthony McNamara, home from
Eagle Rock, Va„ biings news of
the recent death there of Fred
Butler, 90 who made his home in
Rockland the early half of his
life. He went to Eagle Rock 45
years ago, as a mason, to build
kilns for the Moore Lime Com
pany. He is survived by two chil
dren—Fred, Jr., and Mrs. Flossie
Rogers.

Four years ago you left us.
How oft' we miss your loving face,
But you left us to remember.
None on earth can take your place.
God knows how much we miss you.
Never shall your memory fade.
Loving thoughts shall ever wander,
To the grave where you are laid.
More and more each day we miss you.
Friends may think the wound Is
healed.
But they little know the sorrow
Lies within our hearts concealed.
Sadly missed by her husband, son
and daughters.
*

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
to my many friends and neighbors
for their many kindly acts during my
recent bereavement, and for the beau
tiful floral offerings
*
Mrs. Etta Trlbou
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Dr. Jameson and
the nurses of Knox Hospital for their
splendid care while ill. also my friends
and neighbors for cards, letters, fruit,
flowers and money; the Littlefield
Memorial Church for its constant
thought and prayer and the Ladies
Aid for the sunshine basket on my
birthday.
Mrs. Alice M. Nutt

ioc
6c
6c
25‘

The rigid standards by which we select our meats makes no compromise with quality.
That is your
guarantee of satisfaction. Put it to the test on your own table this weekend by serving one of our delicious
roasts. Your family will cheer its tempting tenderness and flavorful goodness with “Mm’s” and "Ah’s” and
requests for second helpings . . . that’s your proof of the finer quality of meats you get at our Market Dept.

SPEND YOUR

way with Burpee Furniture Co. or
Karl M. Leighton, jeweller, Rock
land.
13-14

Tlll’RS.-FRI., JAN. 30-31

“HULLABALOO”

TO $ ’•
" as'
t

You’ll have no difficulty in recognizing Wilbur F. Senter, who has done
so much to make “Knox County On Parade’’ the success it is bound to
-Photo by Cullen.
prove.
Emerson Sadler of the Portland
Many new light poles and new
type street lights have been in ■ Lightship is spending ten days
stalled recently on North Main ’ furlough at his home.
street.
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
afternoon
at
Clarence Knowlton has moved ; meets Saturday
'Grange
hall
on
upper
Talbot
ave

from the Ulmer house on Upper
nue.
Park street to the McNamara
house on the Old County road.
Rockland High School boys and
girls
go Friday night to Belfast,
“We are having our first real
for
a
return basketball game with
Winter today,’’ writes Eugene Ryan
Crosby
High teams.
who occupies Room 181, at House E,
Sailors' Snug Harbor. The former
More Talk of the Town on Page 6.
Rockport man adds that he is “feel

Bangor Daily News: "The Maine
School of Commerce hockey team—
which looms as the best ever to
represent the school—will oppose
the Rockland high sextet in one
of the feature attractions of the
ice carnival at the Community ‘
Park in Rockland Saturday after- ,
noon. Coach Owen Osborne’s Com
merce team defeated the Rockland
pucksters in an interesting game
last week. Tlie girls’ athletic as
sociation of Rockland high is
sponsoring the meet, which will
get underway at 1.30. There will
be events for Junior and Senior
High students, and a cup will be
awarded the class receiving the
most points. Ribbons will be award
ed individual pupils.

Sarali Linnell Hat Shop. Copper
At the semi-annual meeting of Kettle. Sale—All Winter Hats, re
the Brotherhood Class of the First duced in price*—$1, $2. $3. formerly
Baptist Church Monday night, $3 to $5 —adv.
13-14
Maurice R. Snow was elected presi
dent. Others elected to office were
Ernest L. Brazier, vice president;
Charles H. Morey, secretary; Ed
FLAVOR THAT’S
win H. Crie, treasurer; Frank H.
Ingraham, teacher; Leslie A. Pack
ard, assistant teacher. Raymond
L. Pendleton, Albert Adams and
Florian L. Clark comprise the
music committee. Rev. and Mrs.
Kenneth H. Cassens entertained
BRICK OVENS
with vocal duets, and group sing
ing was led by Mr. Cassens. Rev.
Earl G. Lee, minister of the Church
of the Nazarene, as guest speaker
had for his subject “Responsibility
of the Older Man for the Boy,” his
interesting talk making a fine im
pression Supper was served under
the direction of John L. Stahl.

featuring
FRANK MORGAN
BILLIE BI'RKE

MONDAY, FEB. 3

DR. DONALD E. HASKELL

Also On the Same Program
HUGH HERBERT

13-14

SUN.-MON., FEB. 2-3

NEWLY SMOKED

59

STEWING. FRICASSEING OR BRAISING

NEWLY
CORNED

d

LB.

FACE RUMP ROAST
NO WASTE
POT ROAST

lb.

LEAN

FRESH
COD TONGUES
2 lbs 25c

STEWING LAMB.. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 25c

CHUCK ROAST................... Ib 17c
PORTERHOUSE STEAK .... Ib 35c
HAMBURG STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Ib 17c

Fresh Stewing Oysters pt 25c

CUBE STEAK

(CHINA BEAUP
CHOW MEIN DINNER

LB.

LAMB PATTIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 23c

SIRLOIN STEAK, boneless .. Ib 39c
SIRLOIN STEAK
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 29c
STEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 17c

FROM OUR NEW
SUPER CUBE MACHINE

POTATOES
ONIONS

Tonight

LB.

U. s. NO. 1
GRADE

27/

PK.

NEW’ YORK STATE
FANCY GRADE

ORANGES
AT LESS THAN 1O< PER SERVING

I PURE
I

FLAVOR

i

l/TMC

JECRET
of

coon

doz 23/ CARROTS FANCY
2 bch 9/
NEW
4 for 23c APPLES COOKING pk 33/
2 lbs 23/ CELERY FR£SH
bch 10/
CRISP

CAULIFLOWER

Just heat and eat
ARMOUR’S

BUTTER

LARGE, JUICY
FLORIDAS
EXTRA LARGE
SIZE

GRAPEFROIT

h COMPLETE MEAL FOR YOUR FAMILY

LB.

CLOVERBLOOM

35c

MARIGOLD

25c

LBS.

BRAND

OLD FAVORITE AT A
WHITEHOUSE COFFEE AN NEW
Ib 23/
LOW PRICE
BAKERS
FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI 3tins23/
PURE
Red Label
'4 Ib pkg 38/
VANILLA SALADA TEA
THRIVO DOG FOOD
3 tins 23/
lit
DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT
2 pkgs 13/
~2-OZ;

X

FLOUR
77c

Grape Fruit, Fame brand ... tin 10c Chef Boy-Ar-Dee Spaghetti
Dinner .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. pkg 29c
Cream Corn Starch .... 2 pkgs 15c
Lemon Pie Filling.. .. .. .. .. . pkg 7c
Peanut Butter,.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 Ib jar 21c
Campbell
’s Vegetable Soup, 3 tins 25c
Swans Down Cake Flour ... pkg 21c
Pure Marmalade two 16-oz jars 25c
Baker’s Chocolate .. y2 Ib cake 15c Grape Nuts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pkg 12c
Welch’s Grape Juice ... pint bot 21c Kellogg’s Corn Flakes .. 3 pkgs 20c
Habitant Pea Soup.. .. .. .. .. . tin 11c
Tomato Soup.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 tins 13c
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 14 oz bot 10c
Vanilla, Pure.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 oz bot 19c * Ketchup

Tommy Tucker’s, 69c Macaroni........ three 1 -Ib pkgs 25c

Wax Paper............. 40 ft roll 5c

24’:- LB. BAG

Squire's

PURE
VEGETABLE

LB.
VACUUM
TIN

Shortening

Bread, 2 lge lvs
By Popular Request We Repeat

Devil Food
Bars,

2 for 25c

SUNSHINE KRISPIE

33/

FREE-$100 A MONTH

Doughnuts, 2 doz 29c

BINGO

LB.

LEAN
OVEN ROAST

lb 17c

PERRY’S SUPREME

ROCKLAND, ME.

BONED AND
ROLLED
LB.
IF DESIRED

FANC¥> FOWL—CUT FOR

BRISKET CORNED BEEF

FINNAN HADDIES

CHIROPRACTOR

39 UNION STREET,

in
“SLIGHTLY TEMPTED”

MEATY

2 lbs 27c

HONEY BOY

practice

Will resume his dental

Cut in Rockland by Rockland Labor

24^ LB. BAG

FLUOROSCOPIC (X-RAY) CLINIC

FOWL

FLOUNDER FILLETS

Norman R,
FREE

LB.

FRESH

LBS.

BAKED BEANS

SOFT

LAMB FOREQUARTER CHOPS

From the clear ccld waters of
Penobscot Bav—

SUGAR
10
50

During this clinic a complete fluoroscopic
(X-Ray) examination will be given without charge.
This exam will cover the spine, head, sinuses, chest,
lungs and stomach.
If an x-ray picture is indicated it will be taken at
clinic rates. By appointment only. Phone 1355,

Dr. Dana S. Newman

HERE

BORN

Friday, January 31

Announcement!

LAMB LEGS
LAMB FORES

USDJk

Herbert Alexander is no longer
in the employ or connected in any

•

Crackers 1 lb box 16c
1000 Prizes—Write a letter, “Why
I Like the New Improved Old Dutch
in the Kitchen.” First Prize 51000.
OLD DUTCH

AS LONG AS YOU LIVE
$18,000 in Other Cash Prizes - 6 Weekly Contests
ASK US for Complete Contest Rules

IVORY-

MED.

BAR

ROBERT TAYLOR
RUTH Hl’SSEY
in

FRIDAY NIGHT

“FLIGHT COMMAND”

7.30 o’clock

ANNOUNCEMENT

Cleanser,

SPEAR HALL

DR. NEIL A. 1OGG

SPRY or CRISC0................... 3 lb tin 47c

Fame Brand “The Best in Canned Foods”

Door Prize, Dinner
Attendance Prize, $5.00

If’ill Resume His Surgical Practice

RINSOorOXYDOL............. lgepkg 18c

GREEN PEAS,

SWEETHEART SOAP, lc Sale 4 bars 18c

APRICOTS,

JOHNSON’S GLO-COAT ... pt tin 59c

PEACHES,

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back if not
delighted. H. A. MARR, Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine,
$1.00). On sale at Carroll’s Cut
Rate Store, Rockland. 122Th-tf

FEBRUARY 12, 1941.
155-20

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME

on

•13

9 EC

;.lb

2

8.00
Mats.; Saturday 2.30: Sunday 3.00

"TEXAS RANGERS
RIDE AGAIN”

c

WHITE SAIL

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at

in

1 LB

>71

SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Just received at Burdell's Dress
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Shop,
Misses sizes, $7.95.—adv.
Final Clearance Sale—One lot
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included)
140Th-tf $16.95 dTesses now $8; one rack of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
dresses, $3; one rack of dresses. $2.
All skirts now $1.89. Excellent
TWO-room furnished apt. to let, with
values. All sales final. Alfreda bath
at Foss House, 77 Park St.. TEL.
330.
13-tf
13-14
WALDO THEATRE Perry. 7 Limeroek St.

SATURDAY. EEB. 1
JOHN HOW ARD. ELLEN DREW

SHORTENING

icken

Dance Saturday Night

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. W ALDOBORO 100

25'

:es

U

9C

AfcP
(ISWECFNE?

13-21

AQC

enBaked-N E Style 28OZ«|
4EY cr YELLOW EYE CAN |

I

Visit Lucien K. Green Ai Son’s
second floor. 16 School street. Odd
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fui
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
• • 9-tf

LIFE INSURANCE
SERVICE

LB

URED

sea*

Nelson Dorr, 9-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar W Dorr, 43
Rankin street, was hit while skiing
on Gay street Tuesday afternoon
about 5 30 by an automobile driven
by Albert Collins. Mr. Collins was
driving toward North Main street
frem Broadway, and at North Main
street he pulled up to stop for a
passing car. when the accident oc
curred. He rushed the boy to Knox
Hospital, where the lad was treated ing fine.”
for possible skull fracture. X-rays
Rev Walter S. Rounds of Lewis
revealed no fracture, however, but
The South Bristol shipyard; gets
he suffered bruises about the head. ton will address the Rotary Club
a contract for two minesweepers He was reported as resting com tomorrow his subject, “Who Rules
costing $300,000.
fortably yesterday. No blame was the World.” A most cordial greet
ing always awaits the former Rock
Abraham Small went last week attached to Mr. Collins.
land pastor.
to Caribou, where he began Mon
BORN
day as teacher in the high school
It’s a bit early to be talking about
Pease—At Tlie Lucette. Thomaston,
there.
Jan 9. to Mr and Mrs. Kenneth G. Fourth of July horse races, but fine
Pease, a (laughter -Diane Lee.
Joy -At Camden Community Hos events have already been scheduled
Knox County will furnish only pital.
Jan. 28. to Mr. and Mrs. Austin for Windsoor fair grounds July 4
three men under the next call cn Joy. a son- David Austin.
and 5. It will be recalled that it
draftees. Lincoln's quota is 12 and
was on Labor Day, 1939, at the
DIED
Hancock's 22. The men will be
Windsor
track that Dusty Hanover
Bryant—At Camden. Jan. 29. Her
inducted at Portland from Feb. 18 bert
Bryant of Rockport, aged 50 years, paced an exhibition mile in 2.114
7 months, 14 days. Funeral Saturday
to 28.
at 2 p. m. from Russell funeral par which equalled the New England
lors, Rockport.
i ecord and established the present
Elk’s Beano Friday night. $5 door
State record for half-mile tracks.
IN 5IEMORIAM
prize drawn each time.—adv.
He
was driven by Henry Clukey of
In loving memory of Alice L. Gray,
10-Th-tf who passed away Jan. 26, 1937.
Rockland.
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

LB

THE MAN BOUND”

Albert • Kyllonen, jeweller opens
Saturday a shop at 11 Park street,
opposite Park Theatre. Mr. Kyl
lonen has been operating a shop in
Waldoboro fcr some time and is
well known locally, having been
employed at one time by Leon J
White, jeweller.

There'a always something to be
thankful for, so when the porch
thermometer recorded only 4 above
this morning there was the recol
lection that five years ago yester
day was the coldest day of the
Winter (40 below in Warren); and
that five years ago today it was
15 below in Rockland. We can
only live in hope that February
will not be like that of five years
ago- referred to in The Black Cat
column today.

leffective at Belfast, and
,'aniden"

s *

Jan 31 Hope—President's Birthday
Ball at Grange hall.
Jan. 31—Warren—High School pub
lie speaking contest at Town hall.
Feb. 1 Knox Pomona meets with
pi neer Grange. East Union
Feb.
Travel Talk on “Maine
Coast” by Mrs. Pauline G. Talbot at
Kockland Unlversallst Char-til.
Feb. 6—Reunion of Knox-Lincoln
Eastern State Normal School Alumni
A-s’n at Copper Kettle
Feb. 7 "Knox County On Parade”,
a full color motion picture presented
by The Knox County Camera Club
at the Community Building.
Feb. 7 New Harbor Two-act play
The New Minister Arrives” at Surf
Casino.
Feb. 10 Klwanls Charter Night at
Hotel Rockland.
Feb 11—Celebration of Odd Fellows’,
25th anniversary.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12-13—Junior Clase play, “One
Wild Night.”
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 14 Klppy Karnlval at Rock
land High School.
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival
i. _ .
Feb. 17-22 -Community Food Fair.
Feb 21- Educational Club meeting
at G A R hall.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 26 Ash Wednesday; Lent be
gins
Feb 28 Thespian Society presents
three one-act plays at Rockland High
School.

The Weather

MAINE

OW EYE
)R KIDNEY

The Industrial Accident Commis
sion will hold a hearing here at

Page Three
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THE COURIER-GAZETTEI VOTE
COUPON
i, * 1 ’
I* ♦ •. . •

Try THE
$SENSATIONALLY,
'.IMPMVtV,

CONTEST COMMITTEE

SF

Ambulance Servict

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Please credit MLss .......................... ....................... -.............................

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 L1MEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

with 20 Votes in the “Miss Rockland” Contest at the

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.

98-tf

tin 7c

Community Food Fair.
10-13

THE

CHIPSO

fancy
WHOLE
VNPEELED

YELLOW CLING
IN SYRUP

ASPARAGUS,
KETCHUP .

LGE.
BARS

FANCY
ALL GREEN

............. ..

25c
No. 2 tin 13c
lge tin 19c

2 tins 29c
tin 25c

2 lge bots 25c

“WONDER flAKtS"

2 - 37/
PERRY

STRING BEANS, fancy cut .... tin 10c
BEETS, fancy cut................2 lge tins 25c

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY • USE THE LARGE PARKING >P4CF AI OUR PARK ST.MARKET

;vci j-vurei -mo
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More Scholarships

Merle Dobbins Has His
Say On An Important and
Timely Subject

FRIENDSHIP

WARREN

91

Moody; dance routine, Lois Baze-

D&H
ANTHRACITE
Hard coal ensures
steady, generous,
easily • regulated
heat — and D&H
Anthracite is Hard
Coal at its Best!

CALL 487

M. B. & C 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
»THE FAVORITE

PENNSYLVANIA

HARD

COAL

By Margaret Chase Smith

AI4NA L. STAKRBfTT

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
TeL
As the European war creeps to
At the public speaking contest to
our
shores and we ring up “full
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter were
hosts Monday night to teachers and speed ahead’’ on our shipbuilding be held at 8 o'clock Friday night
officers of the Baptist Sunday program, together with the Presi at Town hall by the High School,
School at the parsonage.
dent’s suggestion of 200 new mer these speakers will be heard: Cath
Mrs. A. D. Gray entertained the chant ships, we wonder what the erine Wren, Eleanor Falts, Made
Mending Club Thursday night. U. S. Maritime Commission has in leine Haskell. Charlotte Moore,
Guests were Mrs. Clarence Benner, mind as to training seamen for our Glenice French, and Patricia
Mrs. Percy Moody. Mrs. Nellie Gen- merchant ships with reference to Leathers. Three awards will be
ner, Mts. William Kennedy, Mrs. more School ships — particularly made by Principal DeVeber, and
the judges are to be Miss Joan
Henry Crowell, Mrs. Riley. Mrs. a schoolship for Maine.
Burnheimer
of Waldoboro High
Virgil Wallace, Mrs. Ralph Benner
The Maritime Commission con
and Mrs Clarence Eugiey.
cedes that seamen cannot be m3de School. Miss Margaret Benner and
Mrs. Henry Crowell will entertain as fast as ships can be built and Albert Bowden of Rockland High
Director will be Miss
the Susannah Wesley Society this when we start convoying our trans School.
Carolyn
Hayden,
teacher of Eng
ports,
which
will
carry
arms,
muni

afternoon.
lish and French. A small admis
tions
and
raw
materials
to
England,
Mrs. Ella Marshall and Mrs. John
H. Miller are spending a few days will we have enough competent sea sion fee wild be charged to take
in Boston where Mrs. Marshall is men to man these ships or will ‘ red care of incidental expenses. Added
attending a Hairdressers’ Conven ink” licenses be given out as in to the program will be piano solos
the last war? This leads to the by Richard Butler.
tion.
Importance of a school ship for
Preliminary plans for the Par
William Jameson, a student at U. our State to train our young “Down
ent-Teacher
meeting, sponsored
of M. passed the weekend with his Easters” for a vocation their fore
yearly
by
the
Woman's Club were
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Poster Jame fathers were noted for world over.
made
Tuesday
by the committee,
son.
Tne average youngster who gets which met with, (Frank D. iRowe.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will a chance to sail on a «modern ship
serve a public supper at 6 p. m. will find his work to be that of Speaker for the meeting Feb. 6,
Feb 4 in I O O P. dining room. The using a chipping hammer, deck will be Edward1 E. Roderick, deputy
committee will be Mrs. Ethel Ben scraper, paint brush and a “sooje’' Commissioner of Education, of the
State Department, Augusta.
ner. Mrs. Louise Walter and Mis. bucket.
Annie Genthner.
With the exception of toughening- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dillaway
Sumner Hancock accompanied by him, this working has little bearing have returned to Hillcrest Home
stead, after passing two weeks
Oeorge and Charles Ashworth and on making a seaman.
Thomas Lee visited Sunday in
His opportunity to learn splic with friends and relatives in
Casco.
ing wire and rope, sew canvas; Springfield, Ipswich. Worcester,
and Lynn,
Mass.
Mrs. Myrtle Marcho of Manches stowage, ship's business and main Somerville,
ter, N. H. passed the weekend here tenance; navigation, (both practi Though a native of Massachusetts,
Mr. Dillaway, is emphatic in his
with her mother, Mrs. Ida Whit cal and theoretical) are small.
The young seaman, if alert, will ' love for Maine, where he has been
comb.
Victor Burnheimer Jr. and a get a chance in a haphazard way to i a resident three years, and says
classmate John Lord of Colby Col pick up most of these essentials he is glad to get back to
lege spent the weekend w’ith Mr. on board when an opportunity pre the quiet of his own home here,
and Mrs. Victor Burnheimer.
vails and perhaps a kind-hearted with its broad view of sloping
Mrs. A. D. Gray and Mrs. Arthur officer will take personal Interest fields and pine woods. “Mrs. Dilla
Fitzgerald
accompanied
Mrs. in helping him.
way feels the same way,” he says.
Chailcs Stenger of Friendship to
The advantage of a nautical
Neighbors met for tea Monday
Boothbay Harbor Saturday where school ship is that the seaman at the home of Mrs. Frank D
they attended a meeting to organ- learns how and why while doing Rowe, who was assisted in the
ive a Lincoln County Council of with a paid instructor at his heel of
the Parent-Teachers’ Association. which all phases of seamanship are serving by Carolyn S. Philbrook,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leland
At this meeting Mrs. Elizabeth covered.
Philbrook.
Guests were Mrs. Mil
Gregory of Boothbay Harbor, was
Classes are held daily on ship
dred
Starrett,
Mrs. Ruth Phil
elected president and Mrs. A. D. board at which they teach ships'
Gray, secretary. The next meeting business and foreign trade; stability brook, and daughter. Carolyn, Mrs.
will be held in March at the home stowage, practical work in ship’s Minerva Marshall and Mrs. Au
gusta Moon.
of District President Mrs. Charles maintenance and navigation.
Morning subject Sunday at the
Stenger in Friendship.
Those of the engine room depart
Baptist
Church will be, "Medicine
ment are taught: reciprocating en
for a Sick Child.” Church School
gines.
boilers,
electricity,
Diesel
en

MEDOMAK
will be at noon, and the union
Miss Edith Gillmore of South gine, turbine engines, etc.
Both deck and engine depart service at 7 o’clock. The BYPU
Hiram is visiting her sister, Mrs.
ment cadets receive instructions in will meet at 6 o’clock.
Theodore McLain.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker of
boat-handling and infan
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and hygiene,
Augusta were weekend guests of
try
drill.
three children were recent guests
One of the greatest contributions Mr. and Mrs. Herbert DeVeber,
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Keene fat
to
our present defense program and were joined there Saturday
Head Tide.
would
be the expansion of Nauti night by Mr. and Mrs. Crosby LudMr. and Mrs. Thomas Benner and
cal
School
ships to train our future wick of Rockland, a dinner party
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Benner of
skippers
for
the American Mer held that night in honor of Mr.
Friendship visited Sunday with
chant
Marine.
Merle Dobbins Parker’s birthday anniversary.
Clara Carter.
Corporal Willis Moody Jr., of
Rockland,
Jan.
27.
Mrs. Theodore McLain and Miss
Fort
McKinley passed the week
Edith Gilmore spent Friday in
end
with
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Gam
Portland.
SOUTH LIBERTY
mon.
Granville Brow of Friendship was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cheney of
Rev. and Mrs. William Stackin town on a recent visit.
Chelsea visited Sunday with Mr.
house
and son. Sterling have re
Miss Lillian Benner of Waldo and Mrs. Louie Light."
turned
from a visit in Boston,
boro passed the weekend at the
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Trask were
Mass. Mrs. Stackhosue attended
Orin McLain residence.
callers Tue^Jay at W. R. Cole’s.
Miss Shirley Teele visited Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whitaker the wedding in Everett, Mass., of
with Mrs. Verge Prior.
and family were guests Sunday at her sen, Ernest M. Pike, to Miss
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Elizabeth Boyland.
Services Sunday at the Congre
A plane with a sea-level stalling Jewett.
speed of 100 miles an hour will stall
Alton Overlock was in Augusta gational Church will be: At 10.30
a. m. “Twisted Providence. ’ Church
at 154 miles an hour at 25.000 feet. Saturday on business.
School
will meet at 9.30. At 7
Miss Arabel Sukeforth passed
o
’
clock
there
will be a union service
weekend at the home of her
LEMON JUICE RECIPE the
at the Baptist Chprch with Rev.
brother W. R. Cole.
Bernard Leigher made a busi L. Clark French the speaker, his
CHECKS RHEUMATIC
subject, “The Christian’s Idea of
ness trip Saturday to Gardiner.
Power.
”
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody and
PAIN QUICKLY
family visited Mrs. Forest Jewett High School Exchange Assembly
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar recently.
Thirty High School students
thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple
Mrs. Inez Leigher was recent
Inexpensive home recipe that thou
gave
a creditable variety program
sands are using
Get a package of guest of her sister, Mrs. Gertie
Ru-Ex Compound, a two week supply, Peaslee. Mrs. Flora Turner called Tuesday at an exchange assembly
today. Mix It with a quart of water,
at the Waldoboro High School au
add the Juice of 4 lemons. It's easy. Friday on Mrs. Leigher.
ditorium and which was viewed by
No trouble at all and pleasant. You
need only 2 tablespoonsful two times
200 students, of the senior and ju
a day. Often within 48 hours—some
nior High School, and faculty, in
times over night—splendid results are ASH POINT
obtained. If the pains do not quickly
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Pillsbury cluding Principal Earl Spear.
leave and If you do not feel better, re
turn the empty package and Ru-Ex of Yarmouth were weekend guests
Masters of ceremony were Bow
will cost you nothing to try as it is of Mrs. Pillsbury's parents, Mr.
doin Miller, presadent of the visit
sold by your druggist under an abso
lute money-back guarantee.
Ru-Ex and Mrs. A. A. Coffey.
ing High School's student council,
•Compound Is for sale and recommend
assisted by Eugene Cogan. The
ed by C. H. MOOR St COMPANY and
Subscribe to The Oourler-Gazette program" consisted of greeting by
drug stores everywhere
Eugene Cogan; quartet, Ann Nor
wood, Gloria Haskell. Elizabeth
Kenniston. and Mary Ludwig;
cowboy number, Charlotte Moore,
guitar, Ruth Starrett, banjo,
Eleanor Fales and Jeannette Over
lock, singers; instrumental, by
Charlotte Moore, guitar, and Ruth
Starrett. banjo; Raymond Jen
kins. piano and harmonica duet;
specialties. Wayne Starrett and
Richard Butler; skit, Vella Barrett
and Kathryn Maxey; medley vocal
Eugene Cogan. Lowell Moody. Ray
mond Jenkins. Harold Moore,
Frank Barrett, Llewellyn Payson,
Edward Barrett, and Edward Wil
Why be satisfied with
son; surprise song by girls’ quar
tet. “Happy Bjfthday to You,”
any fuel but the Best?
sung to Sumner Hancock. Jr., as
sistant principal of Waldoboro
You get more heat —
High School; clarinet solo. Glen
ice French; vocal solos. Virginia

ECONOMICALLY - with

ffASHINGTON-AND YOU

ftft ftft

Washington, Jan. 29 — As the
House this week debates the
lend-lease bill for all-out aid to
Britain. Washington ponders what
women can do for defense. Half
of the population cannot be left
out if the defense effort is to be
effective. Not so much shouldering
guns, or driving tanks cr wearing
uniforms, but it is believed that
the same constant, dependable
service that women give in their
homes can be turned to the larger
circle of communities, and1 mobil
ized for defense.
Responsible officials here have
been thinking of this for long time.
Because W.P.A. has its organiza
tion in all the communities, it may
be suggested that its machinery
could be used. Official women, in
cluding myself, were invited by
Mrs, Roosevelt a few weeks ago
to call at the White House to dis
cuss fundamentals of women's par
ticipation in defense. Mrs. Flor
ence Kerr, director of W.P.A. wo
men’s activities, was asked to sub
mit a plan and did. This has been
revised several times, especially to
decentralize its operation. I un
derstand that Harry Hopkins will
study how British women help, and
will bring back suggestions to add
to whatever plan is finally worked
out.
Washington is trying to avoid
any partisan political aspect to
the effort and for that reason the
W.P.A. may not be finally chosen
to administer it. It is suggested
that a State director, appointed by
the Governor or Defense Council
of each State, have charge of that
State's organization of women for
defense. The object is to give
women a chance to do the thing
they can do well, the thing that
is needed, and to have them ready
if need arises.
When the War Department an
nounced recently that it had set
up a five-man civilian board on

SOMERVILLE
Ruby MacDonald is home from
Bath where she has been visiting
Glennie Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Hisler spent
the weekend at Mrs. Flora Avery’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Estern Wellman
of Washington were recent callers
at Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eaton’s.
Mrs. Alecia Philbrick's horse'
dropped dead Monday. The animal
was over 30 years old and an old
landmark around this section.
Mrs. H. A. Brown and daughters
visited Sunday with Mrs. Brow<n's
parents Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hayes
in Chelsea.
Carlton Evans, and Clayton Reed
were callers Sunday at H. C.
Brown's.
Mrs. Glennie Hisler and daugh
ter Wilhelmina were guests Sat
urday cf Mrs. Frank Hisler.
Lloyd Moore and Celia Moore
were recent visitors at Charles
Evans'.
Waneta Glidden of Gardiner
spent the weekend at her home
here.
Kenneth French and Maynard
French are hauling Jogs from
Washington for H. C. Brown.
Miss Elsie Hisler called on Miss
Louise Grotton recently.
H. C. Brown and Russell French
were in Augusta Monday on busi
ness.
Mrs. Ida Grover is ill with grippe,
her daughter Arlene has returned
home from China to care for her.
A. P. Eaton, Paul Parideth, and
Robert Peaslee of Washington,
were callers in town Sunday.

EAGLE
Richard Howard observed his 32d
birthday Friday. Friends on the
island were invoted to his home to
partake of refreshments and enjoy
a social period.
The Sewing Circle meets this
week at the home of Mrs. Earl
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Gove and
sons, William and Eugene were sup
per guests Saturday at Clifford
Quinn’s and enjoyed an evening of
card playing.
A party of 16 from this island
went recently to Spruce Head Island
to surprise Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Howard ono their 25th wedding an
niversary.
Alton Raynes and Victor White
of Owl’s Head stopped here Friday,
and joined by Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Brown and grandson Andrew, they
passed the weekend at Great Spruce
Head Island.
An ideal family is a miniature

picture of a redeemed society; a
praying father and mother are life's
choicest blessings.
The harp-moth caterpillar re

more. Mary Ludwig, Phyllis Smith, sembles an eight-legged, two-tailed
Patricia Leathers, Glenice French cat.
ar.d Joan Smith, with variation by
Vella Barrett and Edward Barrett;
finale. •'God Bless America”; and
closing words of appreciation by
Richard Miller, president of class
*41. and the Dramatics Club of
Waldoboro High school. Accom
panists were Christine Jones and
Kathryn Marcy.

Education. Recreation and Com
munity Service. I wrote to Secre
tary of War Stimson that I
thought there should be a woman
on the board, that community serv
ice is exactly the thing that wo
men can give without encroach
ing1 on their home or professional
duties. He replied that he would
consider such an appointment.
Frederick K. Osborn. Chairman of
the Board, came to my office to Pythian Installation
talk it over with me. saying he
Friendship Temple. P. S. held
was most pleased to have the wo its installation last Thursday with
men Members of Congress take an Genie Simmons’ past chief, as in
interest, especially because the stalling officer. Bertha Jameson
policy may need' further legisla acting as grand senior, and Annie
tion. and money. Mr. Osborne, a Doe as grand manager. Geneva
retired banker and author, has Thompson gave the address of wel
spent many Summers at his place come and Daisy Simmons was flag
on Frenchmen’s Bay. Me. He and bearer. Music for marching was
Mrs. Osborn have fished the lakes played by Llewellyn Oliver.
and streams and have been oc
Officers installed were: Past chief,
casional visitors throughout the Edna Packard; most excellent
State. Mr. Osborn although he is
a close friend of the President does chief. Mabel Beal; excellent senior,
Florence Simmons: excellent ju
not always agree with him in New
nior, Evelyn Beckett; manager.
Deal Policies. He is however en
thusiastic over this work he has Helen Simmons; mistress of fi
nance, Florence Burns; mistress
undertaken.
of
records and correspondence,
The work is roughly divided in
to two parts, that within camps Evelyn Hall; protector, Annie Besand that, outside. It is the latter sey; guard, Eda Lawry.
The installing officer, Genie Sim
where the women can help most.
mons
was charmingly attired in
Community Service will be under
dusty
rose
lace with pearl acces
Serial Security Administrator Mc
sories.
She
was recipient of a gift
Nutt, with Miss Gay Shepperson
presented
in
behalf of the Temple
in charge as co-ordinator. She will
work with communities, and with ! for her excellent work. The reother government departments as i tiring most excellent chief also re
well as the Army. This is where ceived a gift. To Past Chief 'Lois
organization® such as the YjM.C.A.. Brown and Past Chief Helen Sim
the Y.W.C.A., the Y.MjH.A., the mons were presented past chief
Knights of Columbus, women's or pins by Evelyn Beckett represent
ganizations. old and new, will co ing the Temple. Mrs. Simmons
operate. Mr. Osborn wants to presented personal gifts to her in
work slowly, hoping to spread this stalling staff, and the newly in
so all who should and would help stalled officers received carnations.
will do so.
After the installation, a buffet
Plans are not formulated as yet lunch was served, coffee being
and so he is not ready to tell me made by Lizzie Thompson. Songs
just howr Maine civilians can help. and dancing were then enjoyed,
The Army itself, of course, has fa with Evelyn Beckett at the piano.
cilities for recreation, libraries,
hostesses, which are permanent.
There are 45 big camps, a hun ORFF’S CORNER
The Farm Bureau held its an
dred more small ones, and it is in
nual
planning meeting at Com
the men s off time, in the adjacent
munity
House recently, electing as
communities, that the Army has a
officers:
Chairman. Mrs. Julia Bur
problem, because it dees not have
gess;
secretary,
Mrs. Lizzie Hoch;
jurisdiction there. None of these
camps are in Maine but our men clothing. Mrs. Hazel Ludwig; foods.
will be going to camps in other Mrs. Fannie Weaver; heme man
communities. Liquor and vice can agement, Mrs. Lulu Jackson.
The year’s program as planned
ruin an Army, Mr. Osborn said,
and
adopted will cover: Sewing
besides causing untold tragedy, ill
ness, danger to young girls of the secrets, better living from the
community. He spoke very frank farm, low cost heme improvement,
ly to me of the problems that go cclor in the kitchen, meat special
With a large army quartered in ties, home safety, salads for all
yaribus parts of the country. Many seasons, kitchen gadgets, aids in
letters have come to me about clothes buying, designs in hand
these conditions. Legislation may work, Christmas evergreens, pota
be proposed to cover this, but the toes many ways.
The county agent and home
wemen of the communities can
demonstration
agent were in charge
start now to clean up.
of
the
subject
matter and discus
Tomorrow I expect to introduce
in the House an amendment to the sion on farm and home analysis.
draft act which will permit the de Four women are starting to keep
ferment of service of married men family accounts for 1941.
Square meals for health are
living with their wives. The act
again
being carried cut. The com
ftfcw permits deferment of men
munity
project will be to assist in
with dependents, but I think that
transporting
children to Sunday
more than a wife's dependency
School.
should1 be considered. The home
Mrs. Lula Jackson was in charge
is the unit of our democracy, it
of
the square meal at noon ar.d
should be held intact as long as
served
roast pork, potatoes, mashed
possible unless and until there is
turnip,
squash, dark bread, ice
actual war need. The Army itself
cream
and
crackers.
does not want married men, Mr.
Osborn said, because their hearts
are at home.
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
I voted for the Selective Service
There will be no meeting in the
Act because I believed that It was Finnish Church tonight. Service
necessary to start at once to ac Sunday will begin at 1.30 p. m.
cumulate a trained reserve of citi Business meeting of the Church will
zens of different age groups. To be held Tuesday at 7 o'clock.
avoid some of the inequalities and
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
upsets that come from taking men
established in business, with finan
cial or social obligations, it may
be better to start a permanent
military training system for young
men just out of school, before they
marry or enter their life work. If
these young men went into a re
serve then in a few years we would
have a mixed' age group which is
necessary in an Army. Besides no
one age group should be expected
to furnish all the military service.
This issue may be before Congress
for discussion this session.
I spent as much time as I could
hearing testimony on the lendlease bill before the House Foreign
Affairs Committee, which brought
home the regimentation that is
necessary to modem defense. I
believe that Congress should retain
as much of its co-ordinate power as
is possible, without hampering ef
ficient production of defense.
As this is mailed I am advised Back in the glorious sunshine of
that I have been given a place on
the Committee on Post Offices- the American Tropics and enjoy
Post Roads, and Education. I am
already on Invalid Pensions and the hoepitalily ol D Com odoro Hotel
two or three minor committees. located in the heart oi Miami just
Every effort was made for me to
get on the Labor Committee but a whisper from the center of activity.
Simpson of New York, was named. 250 attractively furnished rooms
with tub and shower bath. Rales
Irom $250 single, $400 double.

BRAEMORE

The
visitors
had
assembled
colorful costumes for each act.
which contributed largely to its
success.
Directing
the
program
were
Principal DeVeber, and assistant
Miss Carolyn Hayden.
Transportation was furnished by
Supt. Frank D. Rowe. Fred Butler,
Principal DeVeber, Mrs. L. Clark
French. Mrs. Pauline Peilicane,
and Mrs Aletxt Starrett,

QuiQt

Leonard' Stetson, Ethel Stebbins
and Eda Lawry are confined to
their homes by severe colds.
Gertrude Oliver, district deputy
G. G. of Pythian Sisters with her
installing staff Daisy Simmons as
grand manager and Kay Studley
of Thomaston as grand senior and
Llewellyn Oliver, pianist, went
Tuesday to Camden to install Knox
Temple. P. S.
Mrs. Mary Simmons is spending
the Winter with her son Roy Sim
mons.
Mrs. Phoebe Burns is visiting
relatives in Jonesport.

in

BOSTON

A distinctive residential and transient hotel located at the entrance

Modem air-cooled coffee shop of

Personal Direction

loaapb H. Adams. Manager

to Boston’s beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Families will enjoy our large suites available at
special low rates.
No liquor told.
Our own garaget

Room and both from $3 - double from $5 - suites from $6

.466 CommonweaMi Avenue, at Charlosgato West
Henry A. Burnham,
'Kenmore Square.

CL COMODORO
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Pajamas
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visitors at th<
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The Mother and H
Will meet Friday will
CHjclirist.
6lis. Marion Cair.
gue-t of Mr. ar.d M
Jack Phillips wen
a business trip to H
>Jrs. Cleo Shield;
the Night Hawk Clu|
her home
Mrs. Hilma Webs!
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Airs. Ralph Earle rt
day to Philadephia
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For G

A new line of Men’s Pajamas featuring under
arm pleats, balloon seat, adjustable elastic
waist.

5

$1.65 & $1.98

In Everybody’s Column' LOST AND FOUND
Advertisements In this column no,
to exceed three lines Inserted once foi
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
dltlonal lines five cents each for on»
time. 10 cent* for three times. Five
small words to • line

FOR SALE
30 HORSES for sale, weight 100016C0 cosh, trade or terms
WTLLIAM
HALL. Whitefield. Tel. 17-11._____ 13*18
BABY coach for sale
Draft proof,
fire condition. 51 NORTH MAIN ST.
13*15
FIVE pair horses for sale. 5 sets har
ness, 5 sets sleds, 5 cows. C M. BUR
GESS. Unfon. Tel. 17-3__________ 13*15
YOUNG work horse for sale; also
100 cord of good dry cord wood. MURDICK CRAMER. Route 17. Washing
ton. Me.
_______________________ 13-25
FORD Model A for sale. 2-door sedan,
heater, good running order, good rub
ber three tires new. Box 572, TEL.
396-R. Rockland._________________ 9_tf
Hard wooa per toot, fitted, 11 SO;
S»wed $1 40: long. *1 30 M. B. St C O.
PERRY. Tel. 487___________________ 1-tf
NEW milch Guernsey cow for sale,
also farm lighting plant, two 32 volt
motors; sleighs, sleds. WILSON MER
RIAM. Union, Tel 8-5.___________ 12*14
“JUST”arrived Carload of Iowa farm
chunks Must be sold at once to make
room for another load that Is on the
-» is
LEON A LUDWIG. Newcastle,
Tel. 135.________________________ 12*15
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
for sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft $9; fitted dry hard wood. $1.50 ft
J B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62

1-tf

D. St H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
S8 ner ton. del Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. & C.
O PERRY. 519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
1-tf

BLACK handbag with money and
keyes lost Saturday night between
Wentworth's and 10 Erin St
MR3
FRANK THOMPSON. Thomaston
_____________________________ 13 15
~ NOTICE—Is hereby given of the
loss of deposit book numbered 38427
and the owner of said book asks for
duplicate In accordance with the pro
vision of the State Law ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK. By Edward J He 
ller. Treas., Rockland, Me., Jan. 30
1941.
13*Th-19

PILLS
PANC/J

WANTED
SHIPYARD—Welding and burning
taught the all practical way Our 15
years' experience In shipyard work
assures you of proper instruction Low
tuition, convenient terms. CAPITOL
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave .
Portland. Tel 3-2451.______________ 11*28
BOARDER or roomer wanted. Heated
room and bath. 16 GURDY ST 12*14
MOTHER'S helper wanted In fam
ily with two children, 3 and 8 years
old, living neT Boston. No cooking
nor washing. $7 a week and board
BOX 283. Thomaston._____________ 12 14
EXPERIENCED waitress wanted at
the Hotel Rockland at once Call or
TEL 580 ________________________ 13-H
USED upright piano wanted In good

condition.

Remember Pills

MAINE
””— MUSIC CO . Tc

12-14
708.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T. J FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 137*14B-tf

TO LET
LOWER floor, heated, unfurnished
apartment to let (four rooms and
bath) at the Bacolaurlette. Spring
street. Inquire at COPPER KETTLE
___________
13-15

SMALL; clean rent to let. bath.
double; also small furnished apt. 19
GREENE ST Thomaston__________11*13
THREE furnished rooms to let for
S.C.R.I. Red Chicks for sale. U. S. ! light housekeeping with private bath
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M. Apply 65 North Main St., TEL. 887-M
11-tf
KINNEY. Thomaston. St. Oeorge Rd .
Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14.
ROOM
to
let
at
15
Grove
SL
MRS
____________________________________ 9*20 FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579-W
12-tf
WANT—Good results with poultry?
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
Get Clements ‘‘Maine-Bred’' Reds, ! Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
Rocks. Better quality at economical J tral Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
prices due to our 4-Farms Co opera M ARMAVA. The Men's Shop, Main
tion. Pullet chicks In all breeds Write St Park Sts . Rockland____________ 7-tf
for free catalogue now. CLEMENTS
LARGE store with three rooms and
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winter- 1
port. Me._______________________________ : bath In rear 73 Park St. Center store
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched In block $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
from 2-year-old hens; also day-old 283 Main St________________________ 6 tf
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLMAN,
FOUR room furnished, heated apt.
Waldoboro. Tel. 153.
156-tf
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St. H M FROST. Tel 318-W
___________________________________ 4-tf
SEVERAL unfurnished apartment.'
to let, centrally located. Inquire H S
LEACH.
Tel 723-R_______________ 11-tf
Arthur Kennedy of the village '
HEATED
apartment to let. modern
was weekend guest of Ivan Scott, j
conveniences, hard wood Hoors. Three
Jr.
rooms bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St.. or TEL 158 or 723-R
Miss Caroline Bowden visited ___________________________________
157 i f
Sunday with Mrs. Jennie Heyer, j TWO or 3-room furnished apt ’ '
North Waldoboro. They were ac let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WARor 11 JAMBS ST___________ 151-tf
companied by Thurlow Heyer to REN
LARGE heated room and bath to
Warren where they called on the , let. $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
St._________________________________ 1-tf
Misses Winslow.
to let at 9 Llmerock
Miss Althea Rokes of Camden ' St.APARTMENT
Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY ,

Eggs And Chicks
—-------------------------------

In inside BOI
..in KNEE!
jee t«|
It

EAST WALDOBORO

passed the weekend at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. LaForest Mank.
Miss Isabel Rokes of Camden and
Richard Benner of Waldoboro were
dinner guests Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McIntire.
Mrs. Sadie Claude and Dyson
Jameson visited Achorn Grange
in Cushing Wednesday.
Mrs. Annie Moody and son Wil
lis of Warren called Tuesday on
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank.
Miss Bessie Reed of the village
visited Sunday with Miss Ellie
Mank.

Corporal Otto Bowden of Fort
McKinley passed the weekend with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. O.
Bowden.
(L. B. Mank a student at the
Ballard Business School in Rock-

I**

land spent Saturday with his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank
H. B. Bovey and C. C. Bowers
were Thomaston visitors Tuesday
Miss Arvilla Wincher.bach of
South Waldoboro called' Sunday
at L. L. Manks and C. Bowers.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Frank Rich ar.d
children and Mr. Spear of Hallo
well were guests Sunday at OttJ
Bowden's.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Colson of
Swanville are at Oscar Colsons to
care for Mts. Colson who is 111 with
pneumonia. Mr. and Mrs. Elliot
Morse and sons, Colby and Alfred
of Litchfield. Allison Colson, Mrs
Marion E. Stevens and daughter
Caroline of West Gardiner were
at the Colson home Sunday.

fers the finest food at reasonable

prices. Famous cocktail lounge

VINALHA

SENTEIL CRANE'S

TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
All persons having bills or unpaid taxes for tne
years 1940-1941 are requested to present them
before the town books are closed on Feb. 3, 1941.
S. O. HURD, ALLARD S. PIERCE, FRANK R. MALONEY,
Selectmen.

RANDALL R. HOPKINS, Collector and Treasurer.
S. O. HURD, Chairman Board of Selectmen.
9-13
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I guest of her son, Dr. Ralph Eaile, j Hope’ as a saxophone solo, ac
the past week
companied by Louise Buigess at
the piano.
Marguerite
Chapter.
OES
meets
«« ««
Twenty-five members of the
Feb. 3.
the Christian Endeavor from North
MRS OSCAR O. LANK
Union Church Notes
Haven and their counsellors Mrs.
Correspondent
' The Christian Endeavor of Simpson, Mrs.
Beverage
and
Union
Church
held
an
impressive
Herman
Crocketit
and
26
members
Mr and Mrs. Bonney Quinn and
ton Paul of North Haven were re candle light installation service of the Union Church Junior Eplent visitors at the Ames Fam Sunday. The church was beauti woith League were honor guests.
fully decorated with baskets of
A fellowship buffet lunchecn was
;alderwood's Neck.
„
pine and American flags. Rev. served at the close of the service
Ernest
Wentworth
returned Kenneth Cork acted as installing
Mrs. Elsie Ames ar.d a group of
Tuesday frem Rockport.
officer; Mildred Brir.kwcrth acted girls were in charge. Mrs. Vaughn
The Mother and Daughter Club as marshal.
Johnson, counselor supervised ar
i-ill meet Friday with Miss Beulah
These efflers were installed. rangements. David Duncan. Eu
■llchrist.
Fresident, Kenneth Anderson: v’ce gene Burgess, Leon Sanborn. Am
Mrs. Marion Cair.e cf Bath is presidents, Carolyn Alley. Albert brose Petersen and Dr. Ralph Earle
treasurer turrlshed cars for transportation
tueft of Mr. ar.d Ms. Gccrge Ewell, Ames, Helen Dyer;
jack Phillips went Monday on Beatrice Bulges*; secretary. Astrid fcr the North Haven guests.
business trip to Hartford. Conn. Reser.
Union Church Circle will serve
Mrs. Cleo Shields will entertain
At the devotional service the supper loright at 5 CO in the vestry.
Lp Night Hawk Club tonight at Sci'ptuie are. prayer were read by
Ada Bray, th? Christian Endeavor NORTH HAVEN
kpr iiome.
I Mrs. Hilma Webster was hostess members sang the theme s-ng.
Sherman Cooper, Franklin Wa
Wednesday to the Tournament,
"W n Them One by One,” a group terman and Lewis Haskell went
j Mrs Ralph Earle returned Tues of girls sar.g “In the Garden” ar.d
Saturday to Springfield, Mass.,
day to Philadephia, having been Ruth Carver played "Star of
where they have employment.
Mrs Winona Brown spent Friday
and Saturday in Vinalhaven
Mrs. Abbe Wood of Belfast is
vi iting relatives in town.
Doris Brown and Ivaloo Brown
were visitors in Rockland recently.
Miss Robinson of Vina'haven was
weekend guest of Mrs. Helen Marden.
A group of 23 members of the
Christian Endeavor of the Baptist
Church were invited guests of the
Vinalhaven Christian
Endeavor
Sunday night, an account of which
appears in the Vinalhaven column.
Mrs. Lottie Ames and Hcpe
Ames are in Rockland for a brief
period.
America's Finer Tea
Myrtle Greenlaw is in Warren for
a short period of employment at
■
the home cf Mrs. E. Howard.

VINALHAVEN

KANE'S
tf

yamas

-• A,

For Greater Enjoyment

SALADA
’
TEA

amas featuring underat,

adjustable clastic

$1.98

SEARSMONT

Samuel Higgins was a recent
business visitor in Portland.
The Sprowl Brothers harvested
ice for local people recently.
Mrs. Nellie Ferren of Belmont
has been recent guest of Mrs. J.
G. Packard.
The public supper served at Vic
tor Grange hall last Thursday for
the benefit of the Infantile Pa
ralysis Fund was a success.
Rosewood Chapter, O.EB. con
ferred the degrees Friday on Mrs.
George Sibley and Mrs. Arnold
Davis. Members of Anchor Chap
ter. Searsport were special guests
and visitors were also present from
Belfast. Tenants Harbor, and Pitts
field. Refreshments were enjoyed
at the close cf the meeting.
Mrs. Freeman Wooster, who has
been confined to her home for sev
eral weeks by a fall, has returned
to her duties as teacher of the
Wiley’s Corner School in Lincoln
ville.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Drinkwater and family all of Cam
den visitea Sunday at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W G Drinkwater.
Mr. ana Mrs. Zolvina Mank of
Athens were dinner guests Mon
day of Rev Mary S. Gibson.
Alfred' P Shepard visited rela
tives Sunday in Appleton.
Fred Zachowski has entered the
C.C.C. camp in Fitchburg Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Y C. Neilson of
Brunswick and HaroII Titcomb
and Miss Phyllis Darr.ah, both of
Bath, were guests Sunday of Mr
and Mrs. B. C. Hogan. Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Payson and son of Bel
fast were callers at the Hogan
home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Roberts and
family have moved to Providence.

HOPE
I

LOST AND FOUND
BLACK handbag with money and
lost Saturday night between
iV-ntworth s and 10 Erin St.
NTR3.
•I:\NK THOMPSON. Thomaston.
_____________ 13 15
NOTICE Is hereby given of the
f deposit book numbered 38427
tod ’be owner ol said book asks for
l iiilicate in accordance with the pro►n ’I the State Law
ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK By Edward J He • r Treas
Rjckland. Me.. Jan. 30.
1041
13‘Th-19

PILLSBURY’S
PANCAKE FLOUR
&

— a special blend of four finequality flours — no wonder it
makes such light, tender, deli
cious pancakes! Ready-prepared
—simply add milk or water!

WANTED
SHIPYARD—Welding and burning
., lit the all practical way. Our 15
i l- experience In shipyard work
you of proper Instruction. Liow
i. tlon convenient terms. CAPITOL
VU.DINO SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave.
’nrtland Tel 3-2451.
HOARDER or roomer wanted. Heated
' in and bath 16 GURDY ST. 12*14
MOTHERS helper wanted In fam
ily with two children. 3 and 8 years
lie livin’- ne r Boston. No cooking
ii
washing $7 a week and board
BOX 283 Thomaston____________ 12-14
EXPERIENCED waitress wanted at
the Hotel Rockland at once. Call or
TEL 580_ __________________ 13-'4
” USED upright piano wanted In good
e dition
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel.
?0H
12-14
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
rolled for and delivered T. J. FLEM-

ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 137-148-tf

TO LET
LOWER floor heated, unfurnished
apartment to let (four rooms and
bath! at the Bacolaurlette.
- treet Inquire at COPPER
13-15

d ible also small furnished apt. 19
(,ItEENE ST Thomaston_________ 11*13
THREE furnished rooms to let for
light housekeeping with private bath
Apply 65 North Main St.. TEL. 887-M
11 - tf
~RGOM to let at 15 Grove SL MRS
FIDRA COLLINS. Tel 579-W
12-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
M ARMATA. The Men s Shop. Main
Ac Pirk Sts. Rockland
7-tf
1 AROE store w'th three rooms and
hith in rear 73 Park St Center store
In block J6 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
233 Main St___________________
• «
FOUR ro m furnished, heated apt.
t” let automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St H M FROST. Tel 318-W
________________________
4-tf
SEVERAL unfurnished apartmentr
to let, centrally located Inquire H S
LEACH Tel 723-R_______________ ll-tf
HEATED apartment to let. modem
conveniences. hard wood floors. Three
rooms bath and kitchenette. 7«
at 130 Union St . or TEL. 158 or
157-tf
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
let n Warren 8t Inquire at 12 WAR
REN or 11 JAMES ST___________ 151-tf
LARGE heated room and bath to
let |4 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
St
1-tf
APARTMENT to let at 9 Llmerock
St Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY.,
1-taa

land spent Saturday with his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank.
H B Bovey and C. C. Bowers
were Thomaston visitors Tuesday.
Miss Arvilla Winchenbach of
South Waldoboro called1 Sunday
at L L Mank.s and C. Bowers.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Rich and
i iuldren and Mr. Spear of Hallo
well were guests Sunday at Otto
Bowdens.
Mr and Mrs. Theodore Colson of
Swanville are at Oscar Colson's to
1 < are for Mrs. Colson who is ill with
; pneumonia. Mr and Mrs. Elliot
Morse and sons, Colby and Alfred
j of Litchfield. Allison Colson. Mrs.
Marion E. Stevens and daughter
Caroline of West Gardiner were
at the Colson home Sunday.

Remember Pillsbury’s Buckwheat Pancake Flour, Too!

Mrs. Mildred Danton has bee:
visiting relatives and friends in
Melrose. Mass., the past week.
Mrs. Evelyn Mank attended the
recent lecturer’s conference in Au
gusta as delegate from Hope
Grange.
Twenty-two members of the*
Farm Bureau attended the sur
prise party given recently in Wal
doboro for County Agent Ralph
Wentworth.
The President’s Birthday Ball
will be held Friday at the Grange
hall, with music by Dean's or
chestra. Howard Coose will call
the dances. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Wentworth and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Wilson, Jr., are in charge of .ar
rangements.

i

PERSONAL
Bill — please call tonight! I’ve
made your favorite chocolate
cake with Rumford Baking
Powder. It’s a honey! But
even if you don’t come tonight,
the cake will still be fresh to
morrow. For Rumford help’s
retain the natural moisture
that keeps fresh taste and tex
ture longer. Rumford contains
no alum, never leaves a bitter
taste. FREE. Send for new
booklet, containing dozens of
bright ideas to improve your
baking. Address: Rumford
1 Baking Powder, Box J, Rum
ford, Rhode Island.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

AMONG LEADING LOW-PRICE CARS

FORD is FI RST

In inside BODY LENGTH!..in SPRINGBASE!.. in total SEATING WIDTH Lin total DOOR WIDTH!
..in KNEE-and-LEGROOM!..in FRONT-SEAT HEADROOM!..in BIGNESS OF WINDSHIELD!
..... ..
MB
W
W,TH rHe

tee rut

STICK"!
See how the ’41 FORD outmeasures the “other two”!
ET THE BIGGEST car your money can buy! Talk
to our man with the "MEASURING STICK”—
and prove to yourself that the ’41 FORD outmeas
ures the whole low-price lot in nearly every major
dimension! Here’s the BIG low-price quality car—
from windshield to rear window, from roof to floor!
Test the RIDE, too! A RIDE the whole country’s
talking about! A RIDE made possible by Ford’s
new "SLOW-MOTION SPRINGS’—plus larger

G

Shock Absorbers, new Stabilizer, and softer cush
ioned Seats.
Thrill to the BIG NEW FORD’S new faster GET

THE FORD HAS

THE FORD HAS

B IGGEST BODIES!

LONGEST INTERIORS!

THE FORD HAS

GREATEST

WIDTH! MOST

MOST

We've got the car you’ll want! We’ve got a
"deal” you’ll like! Bring in your old car today,
and let’s talk trade!

•

HEADROOM!
THE FORD HAS

THE FORD HAS

AWAY! Thrill to the fresh, massive BEAUTY of the
whole car!... Yes, we promise you/o*r big thrills
when you drive this great ’41 FORD!—its BIG
NESS!— its RIDE!—its PERFORMANCE!—its STY LE!

BE WISE-BUY NOW! For the best Deal
in town see Your Local Ford Dealer

THE FORD HAS

LEGROOM!

MOST KNEEROOM!
THE FORD HAS

THE FORD HAS

WIDEST*^. DOORS!

DIPPCCT
DIuulOI

WINDSHIELDS
andwindowsi

Union, Jan. 28.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In the Jan. 23 issue of this paper
we read with much interest, the
article by Sidney Homer. Jr., entitled
The Moving Finger—sent In by Mrs.
Henry W. Dunn of Cambridge, Mass.
While the writer of this article was
very unique in presenting the splen
did thought that he did, I fear the
key to the whole solution has been
left out.
Mr. Homer wTites: "Behind as
saulted Belgium there stood a
France; behind assaulted France
there stood an England; behind as
saulted England there stands a
United States. Behind the United
States there stands no one.”
Right here is where I wish to
comment. Behind the United States
there stands no one—can this be
true of the land in which we live
this glorious U-S.A.—yes, the United
States of America where the Stars
and Stripes float in the breeze in
every State in the Union and our
possessions throughout the land.
No, not for one moment, for beI hind the United States there stands
, the God of the Universe. Let me
add right here, never in all the past
has that grand old hymn, “Faith of
Our Fathers” written by Frederick
W. Faber, sounded so good as it
does in this present day. In this
, time of turmoil, when we need
someone upon whom to lean.
We read on a piece of money,
coined by the United States Gov
ernment, these words “In God We
Trust.” Permit me to ask. why was
this inscription placed there? For
no other reason than that America
not only has been but yet is, look
ing to Almighty God the Omnipo
tent, for Divine Guidance, whom
we firmly believe holds the reins
of any government who put their
trust in Him. Mr. Homer writes—
But we can decide to wait and trust
to luck and the courage of others.
Holy Writ plainly tells us, it is
better to trust In God than man
Mr. Homer also states that whlcn
to a measure we feel is correct, re
garding the abundance, the vast
surplus of foodstuffs, of fuel and
almost every luxury. We feel God
says to a nation as well as to the
individual . . . Thou fool, this night
thy soul shall be required of thee
Whose then shall these goods be?
What took place in Carpenters
hall in the city of Philadelphia, :n
September, 1774, where a little com
pany of men were assembled?
Prayer took place, brave men knelt
in reverence to God—John Adams
' Patrick Henry, Peyton Randolph,
' Richard Henry Lee. Samuel Adams,
John Jay, Richard Bland, Chrisi terfer Gladsden and George Wa*hingten. We glean from history that
there were about 59 men there
America’s best, stalwart men on
their knees while Rev. Mr. Duche
besought the throne of grace for
Divine guidance in a time of great
need. Furthermore we understood
that the 35th Psalm was read
America has one to look to in this
time of confusion. The Master
Builder. Our God in the Heavens,
who has never lost a battle.
J. C. Moody

Miss Blanche Palmer. Bible
teacher in the public schools, visi
ted the local schools Monday.

The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
last Thursday with Mrs. Linnie
Stanley.
Mrs. Genevieve Stinson is at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Kent
for a few weeks.
Mrs Frank Lyddie of Rockland
has returned home after helping
care for her father who is ill.
The Seacoast Missionary boat.
Sunbeam, was here Sunday and
services were conducted in the
Methodist and Baptist Churches byRev. Neil Bousfield and Rev. Mr.
Williams who recently joined the
Society as missionary pastor.

■

Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald was a
Boothbay visitor Saturday.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Dewey Winchen
bach and daughter Eleanor visited
Friday with Mr. and Mrs. Freelon
Vannah of South Waldoboro.
John Crane, Jr., of Fort McKin
ley passed the weekend with Mrs.
Crane at the home of her parents
Mr. and! Mrs. Hudson Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newbig and
two children have returned to
Friendship after spending several
weeks with Mrs. Newbig's parents
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kaler.
Aften Feltis is employed at Mrs.
Bessie Hoffses’ of East Waldoboro.
Miss Mary Waltz is ill.

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, MAINE

•rW

! Iff

row fQia fi£Al£l BAST'

TELEPHONE 61

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
930 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

•

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
PURE

MARGARINE

I

LARD

8C | OLEO

X.

FANCY
PASTRY
24 LB
BAG

FINAST
BREAD

FLOUR
69c
RINSO or OXYDOL
24' j LB
BAG

PRESERVES

2 LB
JAR

BAKED BEANS—8 TINS 23c
DOLE'S PINIAPPLI GEMS
19c
MATCHES 20 CBO«SNCW 6 Bo"” 17c

CAKE FLOUR
S'TE ??*’ • F~
2«29c
MAR VO SHORTENING
-YAPJtabli

2 LB
PKG

C ••*nd Cook;... And You
S«vo Monvy at Thi. Low Price

BOSCO MILK AMPLIFIER jar 23c
B&M BEANS B°Z 2^ 27c
WELCH’S CRAPE JUICE PT BOT 22c
SALMON FAHCVRPIHKE 2 TINS 29C
DILL PICKLES standard bot 15c
ifoufi

I LB
JARS

OOC

FINAST - EXTRA LGE - SANTA CLARA

PRUNES

PKG.

EINAST - MADE WITH U. S. No. I GRADE
PEANUTS - - SALT ADDED FOR FLAVOR

___ AND
WHOLE
GRANULATED
SUGAR
ANDERL
whole fruit

RASPBERRY Of 2 LB JAR
strawberry
z
blackberry - cherry
, lb

LGE.

Peanut Butter

PURE MIRABEL
miKMDBi.

I LBl
TIN

3L8
3 Pound Size

TIN

'HitParade'frie&li Coffees

AT GREAT SAVINGS

-

GROUND TO YOUR PERSONAL ORDER

RICHMOND

JOHN ALDEN

A POPULAR COFFEE
AT A POPULAR PRICE

USED BY THOUSANDS
FOP OVER-THIRTY-FIVE YEARS

I LB
BAGS

I LB
BAGS

Copley w19c

Kybo2e.°.33c

Vacuum Packed- Drip or Rag.Grind

A Luxury CoHv at a Thrifty Price

RAISINS

FANCY SEEDLESS

3pkg’s19C

Steak Salmon

CRYSTALINE SALT 2^ 13c
BURNETT'S PURE EXTRACT BOT 25c
ILB 23c
C ALO ?orc°r FOOD
3 TINS
TUIkl AAlklTC CHOCOLATE I LB 07B nilw Ivlin I > covered pkgXZC
RAISIN COOKIES 2 lbs 25c

MUSTARD

""AST PREPARED ®jAR

RICHMOND - COLUMBIA RIVER
unI

27«

DAINTY DOT SPICES
ALL 9c AND 10c
VARIETIES

8C

MOTOR OIL

2

Nol

TIN

PENN-RAD
100% Pure Pann.ylvania

TINS

8 QUART

SEALED TIN

FIGHT COLDS
DRINK PLENTY OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICES
FLORIDA—TREE RIPENED

46 OZ.
TINS

ORANGE JUICE
SWEETENED OR NATURAL

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

e closed on Feb. 3, 1941.

/ -J

<

LEMON JUICE

SMALL
TINS

DOLES

46 OZ.
TINS

PINEAPPLE JUICE

7^4

FRUITS

mk/

VEGETABLES

FLORIDA ORANGES
DOZ.
MED

29c

46 OZ.
TINS

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

2

CALIFORNIA JUICY, LARGE

equested to present them

' »•z,

'I

Union; God of the Universe
Stands There

SIZE

•ills or unpaid taxes for the

9-13

r *

There Is, Says Moody of

WEST WALDOBORO

THOMASTON

PIERCE, FRANK R. MALONEY,
Selectmen.
INS, Collector and Treasurer,
hatrman Board of Selectmen.

Nobody Behind U. S.?

SWANS ISLAND

ORANGE

Page Five

Sweet

37c

FANCY CRISP

LEMONS
doz 35c SPINACH 3 lbs 19c
NEW
GRAPEFR’T 5 for 19c CABBAGE 3 lbs 13c
FLORIDA, EXTRA LARGE

TEXAS

BEETS
LARGE

YELLOW

4 lbs 10c

3 bchs 13c TURNIP
COMMON

5 lbs 15c
TANGERINES 2 doz 27c ONIONS
FANCY
ICEBERG
LETTUCE 2 hds 19c CARROTS 3 bch 13c
COURTLAND

APPLES

NATIVE

8 lbs 25c CELERY

2 bch 23c

WE EEDEEH OKANOE AND BLUE STAMPS

*

Page Six
THOMASTON
X\
XK X\
Xs XX XX XX

SHIRLEY T. WTT.T.TAMB
Correspondent
XX Xx O
X* XX Xs

Tel. 190

The play “The Meddlesome
Maid- to have been given Feb. 5 by
the Christian Endeavor Society
has been indefinitely postponed.
Miss Jane Miller went Tuesday
to Portland to represent the local
Branch of Red Cross at the first
aid and life saving meeting at the
Institute being held at the Eastland HotPl.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Kalloch.
Mrs Robert Libby, Mrs. Willis
Spear, Mrs. Norman Simmons,
Mrs. E. R. Biggers. Mrs. Winfred
Tabbutt and Mrs. OrveJ Williams
were among those from here who
attended the installation of offi
cers of Naomi Chapter, OE.S.. Fri
day in Tenant’s Harbor.
The Federated Circle met Tues
day at the vestry followed by pub
lic supper. Mrs. Emma Greenleaf.
Mrs. Priscilla Moss and Mrs. Shir
ley Williams on the supper com
mittee were assisted by Mrs. Char
lotte Gray, Mrs. Catherine Carroll
and Miss Olive Leach, as waitress
es. The next meeting will be Feb.
11 at 2 o’clock at Mrs. Greenleaf’s
home.
The C. and S. Club which was
to have met Wednesday at Mrs.
luring Orff’s has been postponed
until next Wednesday.
About 75 members and guests
attended the installation of officers
of Orient Lodge. FAM., Tuesday.
District Deputy Grand Master
Ixwls A Wulker of Rockland as
installing officer, was assisted by
Martin Graves as grand marshal.
Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh as
grand chaplain, Laurence Perry
andl Charles Woodcock, and these
officers were installed: Worthy
master, Leroy Seekins; senior war
den, Albert Anderson: junior war
den, John Paulsen: treasurer. Al
fred Strout; secretary. Arthur
Elliot; tyler, Charles Knight; mar
shal.
Edgar
Libby;
senior
deacon, Eivand Moss:
junior
deacon. Philip Greenleaf; senior
steward, Frank Adams; junior
steward, Harry Sullivan. This is

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
Thia Old Treatment Often
Bring* Happy Relief
Many sufferers relieve meging barkarhe
•luirklv,once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of tak
ing the excels acids and waste outof thebloud.
'1 hey help most |>e< >ple pass ubout.3 pints aday.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to renium in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
ting up nights, swelling, pufliness under the
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and bunting
sometimes shows there is something wrong
with your kidneys or bladder.
,
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Fills, used successfully by millions for over It)
y ears. They give happy relief mid will lielp the
l.» miles of kidney lul-es flush out poisonous
waste from your blood. Get Doan's Fills.

the 32d year that Capt. Elliot has
been installed as secretary. A mu
sical program was interspersed be
tween parts of the ceremony. This
included a piano solo by Nancy
Liotoy and songs by Ernest Mon
roe of Rockland, accompanied by
Mrs. Guy Lermond. who also acted
as organist for the installation. Ice
cream and cake were served to
conclude the evening.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Crawford,
Mrs. Grace Andrews. Mrs. Blanche
Wilson and Mrs. Kathleen Studley attended the installation of
the officers of Kr.ox Temple.
Pythian Sisters Tuesday in Cam
den. Mrs. Studley acted as grand
senior.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell of
Friendship spent Tuesday with
their daughter Mrs. Fllis Your.g.
Installation of officers of May
flower Temple, P. S. will be held
Feb. 14 and will be semi-public.
Mrs. Letitia Starrett is in charge
of the food sale being sponsored by
the Williams-Brazier Auxiliary at
Donaldson's Store tomorrow aft
ernoon.

CAMDEN

Follow The Trend

xx zx xx xx
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Rockland League of
Women Voters

NACMA MAYHEW
Correspondent

! a program item adopted nearly a
year ago: "A Foreign policy as a
non-belligerer.t which permits dis
crimination against an aggressor
and favors the victim of aggres| sion.”
I Miss Marguerite M. Wells. Na
tional League president, clarified
! the League's position on “the bold
experiment to bring pressure in
i war situations without recourse to
I war" in a letter to state presi
dents:
“The act to Promote the Defense
of the United States is cf such
far-reaching implications that it
cannot be operated without sacri
fice. public and private, present
and future, comparable to the sac
rifices demanded by war itself.
Yet, it is not an act providing far
war. On the contrary it is a substi ute for war.
“Such a substitute the League of
Women Voters has long sought.
It comes in a way we had never
envisaged. It comes too late to
prevent wars elsewhere but not
too late to halt their spread . It
comes as an experiment to be
made by one country alone; it is
not multilateral but unilateral. It
; is a bold experiment, but it is not
war and the powers it confers up
on the President leave him free to
carry’ out his repeated pledge not
to take this country into war.
“If successful, if it saves free
nations from the attacks of vio
lators of law and order and does
this without participating in war,
it will be the first and only demon
stration on a grand scale of bring
ing pressure in war situations
without recourse to war. It is an
experiment that fits our traditions,
our history, our genius, and our
uniquely favorable geographical
situation. It is an experiment no
other country by itself coul^l make.
If we go to war in spite of it. it
will have failed. If without going
to war we can help prevent con

“As a substitute for war.” the
National Board of the League of
Tel. 713
Women Voters announced active
A son was born Tuesday to Mr. support of the “lease-lend'- bill to
ar.d Mrs. Austin Jcy of North aid the democracies, row under
consideration by the House For
Haven, at Community Hospital.
eign Affairs Committee.
] A public supper has been planned
The League’s stand is based on
by House Committee Chairman Lil
lian Grey, for Friday 5.30 and 7
o’clock at the Lodge. Hosmer Pend. countered fog. snow, sleet and sun
Two mer.us have been arranged shine in the course of a very short
ar.d the price of the tickets is low. time. He also gave a very inter
The supper will be cocked and esting account of some of his many
served under the direction of the trips to Camden, covering news
new
hcstess-cook.
Mrs. Lisle articles cf importance, and con
cluded by saying that he enjoyed
Leonard.
Miss Margaret Thomas, daugh most, the times when he could sit
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George H. comfortably on the sunny bleach
Thomas, observed her 16th birth ers and witness a good baseball
Mr. Winslow was very
day Saturday night by entertain game.
much
enjoyed
and the members of
ing seven friends with games and
serving refreshments. Those pres Rotary look forward to his next
ent were: Maiy Louise Meservey; visit. Visiting Rotarian was Carl
Janice French; Polly Freytag; Moran of Rockland.
Sarah Hary; Isabelle Payson; June Schooner George E. Klinck
NEW HARBOR
Kelley: Priscilla Crawford and the
The
tliree-masted
schooner.
Kimball McFarland spent the hostess.
George E. Klinck which has been
past week with his grandparents
Eighteen were present at the tied up at the Camden Shipbuild
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McFarland.
supper at the Lodge Monday for ing & Marine Railways Co. since
Mr. and Mrs. Fred iDuplisey and the Skating Club. This was ar last Fall for alterations and re
daughter Marie were in Hartland ranged by Mrs. Hazel Clark assis pairs, left Wednesday morning on
last Sunday where they visited Mr. ted by Chairman Lilian Grey. Miss
the high tide at 10 o'clock, for
Duplisey's mother w’ho is ill.
Bessie Bowers and Mrs. Marion Jacksonville, Fla., where she will
The communities of Chamber- McMinn. There were four wait load with pine lumber and return
lain, New Harbor and Pemaquid resses.
to Portland.
Beach held a public beano party at
Mrs. Dorothy Perrin is spending
The Klinck measures 152 feet,
the Willing Workers hall Saturday a few days with her mother Mrs. six inches perpendiculars and 36
The sum of $32 30 was realized) to Agnes Ware ar.d her daughter, feet. 4 inches in width and was
help pay for a “Rolling Kitchen’’ Ginette. Edward Ware was also built in Mystic, Connecticut in
which is to be sent to Newcastle. in town for a brief stay over the
1904. She carries a crew of six of
England from Lincoln County.
weekend.
which Lewis MacFarland of Ells
Miss Constance Colby spent the
Radio listeners will hear the age
weekend with her grandparents old battle cn the respective merits worth is captain and George Tor
rey’ of Deer Isle, mate.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey.
of Maine and Florida as vacation
The vessel has created a great
The cast of “The New Minister lands when the Mutual Network
deal of interest and many have
Arrives” a two act play to be given presents a novel debate between
by the New Harbor choir at the Bates College and Rollins, Satur visited the yard to see her.
Surf Casino Feb. 7 met Friday at day at 10.30 a. m. E. S. T. David
Mrs. Lettie Bailey's for rehearsal. A. Nichols of Lincolnville and Cam
Cheever Prenti-e of New Bed den, sen of George E. Nichols is
ford. Mass. is spending a few days one pf the Bates' speakers on the
with his family here.
afflrmatvle of the proposition “Re
Blanchard Moon spent, a few solved that Maine is the Ideal Va
days at home recently.
cation Land". The program will
Mrs. D. B. Little is ill with the originate in the studies cf Station
prevailing flu
WOR.
Merritt Brackett and Frank Mc
Richard Trask who has employ
Lain attended the recent motor ment in a rayon factory in Middleboat show in New York.
town. Conn., spent the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Gilbert with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
BaZ
have been visiting her parents Mr. Urban Trask.
and Mrs. Afton Farrin in South
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Blood
II. GERRISH, Dealer
Bristol.
returned home recently from Rcs376 MAIN STREET,
*ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. George Gilbert is ili. Her lindaie. Mass., where they have
daughter Aarolyn caine home from been guests of Dr. and Mrs. Guy
Presque Isle to care for her.
LARGE
R
100’s
Blood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley and
Miss 3ertha Start is mak’ng a
family of Waldoboro visited Sun three weeks visit in Waltham. Mel
FATHER JOHNS
A BD G CAPS.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mc rose and Roxbury. MflCo.
Farland.
77c
$1.39
Rev. William E. Berger of the
Mrs. Rebecca Cutts of Boothbay St. Thomas Episcopal Parish will
has been visiting her parents Mr. go to Middletown. Conn., where
Wampole’s Prep.,
98C! ilOO's 5-Gr. Aspirin, 14c
and Mrs. Francis Penniman.
he will officiate at the services Sat
urday for the late Mrs. E. Kent
Vicks inhaler,
27c! 1.20 Lydia Pinkham, 8?C
Tightwad: “I didn't see you ini Hubbard who died recently in
church last Sunday.”
Florida. Burial will take place in
1
Hal. Liv. Caps, ggc]
Slickwit: “I'll say you didn’t; I Chicago.
100’s Vitarex Perles 2.69
At
the
Business
Mens
Associa

too kup the collection!”
tion meeting Monday these com
iOO's Sunhealth Cod
10c Rat Tail Combs, 3c
mittees
were
elected:
Entertain

Compete with your possibilities,
Liv. Oil Tabs.,
59c
ment, Percy Drake. Fessenden
net with your neighbors.
Miller. Frank Morrow, E. P. Pres
$1 Ironized Yeast, 69c 2 5c Cashmere Bouquet
cott and Dr Polisner; house. John
Cl. Cream,
2 f°r 25c
Leach. Fred Eddy, Carl Ccle. A. S.
1.50
Malt
Extract
with
Prince. Andrew Nafls. Names ad
Cod Liver Oil,
98c 35c Vicks Vaporub, 27c
mitted for membership were: Hay
den
Wright,
Elmer
Young,
Doug

*
las Heal and John Buzzell.
Qt. Alcohol Rubbing
30c Vicks Nose Drops 24c
The business meeting of the
Compound,
23c
W.C.T.U. will be held Tuesday aft
Hot Water Bottle,
ernoon with Mrs. Lizzie Burgess,
50c
Hinds
Honey
and
'lALI LL'JA
fully guaranteed,
52c
subject "Sayings and ReminisAlmond Lotion 2 for 40c
ences of Frances Willard.' AU
AlUMNUM
members are a.-ked to assist with
10c Heinz Baby
5“
25c Palmolive Shave
this program.
Foods,
3 for 22c
The Scabright Woven Felt Co.
Cream,
2 for 33c
SET OF 4
has been awarded a War Depart
75c Ponds Cold Or.
ment contract for fuze cloth. $53,SAUCE PANS
25c Lifebuoy Shave
20c Ponds Face Pd.OwJC
763. Thanks. Uncle Sam.
Cream,
2 for 33c
ftma Only
Rotary was entertained Tuesday
nocn by Frank A. Winslow of The
i oc Doan s Kidney
75c Tarkol Cough
Courier-Gazette, who is always a
49c
most welcome speaker as is evi
Remedy,
49c Pills,
denced by the fact that this was
»/« it. m.
the eighth time he had addressed
Quart Magnol,
89c 60c Pertussin,
49c
the chib. He talked on various
1'A-IT. 2 IT.
trips that he had made as a rov
l
500’s
$2.00
4C«versta fit. 69c
ing reporter and mentioned special
ly.
his
trip
not
long
ago
to
the
top
Matched set includes right size
Dorothy Gray’s
I
Soft Cleansing
for every purpose. Slanting rims,
of Mount Washington where he enXs Xs X»
zx xx XX ZX

ARROL
Lh Bw

II

Wear-Ever I Wear-Ever
1

i

1

1

I

J

♦I*
BAKELITE

SAUCE

HANDLE

PANS

ftinaOnly

Will DOMI
Civil

1'ilT., tl.ll
MI.. 11.21
4 II.. $1.71
Beautiful style lor modern kitch
ens. Steam-seal. Cup-marked.
TRUE
FLAVOR

PERCOLATORS
flta Chdtf
2-cup, $1.69;
4-cup, $1.79;
12-cup, $2.49;
16-cup, $3.75.
America's favorite
percolators.

TEA KETTLE
INTEEIUCTEET PUCE

Blustery Weather
LOTION
$1.00

rounded corners for easy cleaning.
LAKE COVEREI

SIM SI98
■ »eve 1 tat

WHISTLING

Every-Ottier-Da?
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SAUCE POTS
ft(Ha Only

^^-41---- -s

^$22.9 S26.9

B QT.

1

10 IT.

y Needed in every
kitchen for soup,
boiled dinners,
canning. Steam-seal dome covers.

smait.

COME IN ANO LET ME

SET OF 4

SAUCE POTS
Otthf
win mm

emu

Sizes every
family needs
for stewing,
Uf boiling, eoup
making.

5069
C e

WEEKEND SPECIALS

HELP PRI

COLDS

The escalator in Leicester Square
underground station, London, is
161 feet long, the longest in the
world.

WATCH, FREE!

UKCLITE HANDLE

Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans—
Convenient, and your family will compliment you
on them.

! Vro

ROCKLAND A200/

Deli
Delicious for salads.

Superba Pears.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can

Demand that your watch
repair work be accom
panied by a printed proof
of accuracy. On all repair
work we use the

DANIELS
JEWELERS
370 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TTh-IA

1

lb 15c

TENDER LEAN

POT ROAST,

SAUSAGE,

Wonderful color, full bodied consistency. Keep a
Mipply on hand—good for the whole family.

Ib 21c

Collins’ Large Cans Ready to Serve Hulled
Corn.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Mammoth Prunes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
|p
Pard Dog Food.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 Vans
Wonderful Juice Oranges.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 rioz
Don’t forget to feed the birds—
Sunflower Seeds .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
ib

FRESH GROUND

Ib 23c, 25c

LEAN BRISKET

CORNED BEEF,

Superba 20 oz. Can Tomato Juice.. .. .. .. can

PURE PORK HOME MADE

TENDER MEATY

CfttLf. 5 J 19 |.m.

to fat extra.

Royal
^al Ann Cherries.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can
These grace any table—add tone to any meal.

CHUCK ROAST,

y

These are great for pies.

Delivery Service

Tel. 993

FRY PANS

$2.29. Coverst

9
2 cans .25; 6 cans
Horticultural Shell Beans.. can .15; 3 cans
Canned Red Sour Cherries.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can

6LENDENNI NG’S MKT.

3 QT.

7-in., 89c; 9-in., /i? C
$1.59; 10-in., Z F
.
$1.98; 11-in., 4
, <•'

No. 1 Can Superba Fruit for Cocktail ... can
Fancy Elberta Peaches—
No. 1 Can.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 15; 3 Cans
No. 2]/2 Can.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25; 3 Cans
Alice said: “Why, Bert, these are so rich in ripe
peach flavor.*

2-qt., $2.29;
F<i4-qt., $2.96;
5 - qt., $3.29.
Heat quickly.
Pour easily. Bakelite grips.

• FORMERLY YEAHE'i

441 MAIN VT.

I

MiiEiR TEA KETTLES

MAIN
ST.
HRRDlUHREo
PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE
. fl& I

|

ter. Mrs. Burrell is captain of her
quest of the world by aggressors, Down In St. Pete
own trailer, and navigator too;
a practical demonstration will have
but Bill acts as Admiral of the
been made of renunciation of war
which consists of two trailers,
Old Salts Get Together, Fleet
as an instrument of national
two cars and two canvas additions
policy. Once more as in 1786.
and Spindrift Flies
requiring lashings and guy ropes,
when we made of the ideal of
bowlines
and1 half hitches which
While They Chat
democracy a reality, our country
are duck soup to an old sailorman
will have set a light for the feet
St. Petersburg. Fla.. Jan. 25 like Bill.
Mrs. L. E Pctt-ci
cf men. ’
>rothy Kent are ii:
“
All
we
need
is
a
couple
of
quar.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
pia.
fcr the Winte
teibooms
and
riding
lights
to
pass
Lieut. William Todd U. S. N.
TALK OF THE TOWN (ret.) was packing his sea bag and for a regular flotilla," says Bill,
"I'm about ready to hoist a couple
Philip Townsend.
polishing up his sextant yesterday of Irish pennants and join tire Neu- Mrs. Fred Town em1)
Tire Western Maine schoolboy and there was a gleam in his eye trality Patrol."
ixth birthday Wed)
basketball tourney will be held in that old sailors have when they've
“Hey. you swabs," he shouted, :ertaining a few of
Lewiston Feb. 27. 28 ar.d March 1. been too long aahere.
•How about splicing the main iecorated cake and
nents were served
“Come aboard, come aboard,” he brace?"
Judge Zelma M. Dwlnal. presi said heartily when I drew up
>d Reta Townsend
Thus pleasantly summoned, Mrs.
dent cf the Camden Rotary Club, alongside the gangway to his trail Todd and Mrs. Burrell joined us Townsend, Otti
I
was guest speaker at the Kiwanis er for the courtesy call the Navy for an age-old sea going ceremony vicGiaw. Leland
meeting Monday night, and gave makes before a ship puts to sea. which was attended to in the best ery McCluskey. Jr
the members further enlightenment “Mind the guy rope there. We’re traditions of the rolling deep
Jr. and Phdip Tf \
concerning the proposed water dis taking on stores and there's a lot
“Down the hatch," says Bill
trict.
Miss Mary Paladi J
of duffle around.” he said cheer
“ Tls well." says me.
it
a surprise birthi
fully. “Heave Ho. and glad to
Mrs. Todd watched us with a
All Scoutmasters and Assistant see you.”
ay night given b\
resigned expression.
She had
Scoutmasters are invited to meet
I pushed aside the mosquito net heard Bill and me parade our sea >pear and Mrs. Ai
with Scoutmaster Whitehill at his which hangs over the entrance to language before and I suppose
/Its. Nelson's horn
home. 29 Hill St., Friday at 7 o clock Bill’s canvas emergency cabin, didn’t find it particularly interest- lowllng featured
to discuss the plans for the com chartroom and land quarter deck, ing. She took her own method of nent. Refre.shn.en
ing Rally, and other Scoutmaster’s fell over a litter of packed up suit showing her lack of interest.
"hose invited were
VilLiam
Dean, Mr
problems.
cases and roped up extra chairs,
"Yo, ho, ho. and a oottle of cocoa
ousins,
Mr. and
and finally subsided on a couch.
Paul Moran of Rockland was one Nautical language is old stuff to cola,” she remarked sarcastically, tjelson, Misses Mari,
of the two Hebron Academy stu me and I fell into the groove im “If you two old Boots don’t come Via Laltinen, Mr.
ashore pretty soon, you’ll get your
dents credited with a Class A rat mediately.
hance, Mrs. 1
feet wet”—
ing last week. In order to obtain
mold
Nelson, i
“When you shovin’ off?” I asked.
That's the way it is with me.
Class A, a student must maintain
“I’m figuring making the first When I get going good on this laltinen. and Austn.
an average of 85 percent or better tide out of here Friday.” Bill re
in all subjects and at least 90 per plied. “Providing I can get these deep sea lingo, someone has to
Mrs Arthur S. L
come along and say something
cent in deportment.
(ained
her contra |
land cruisers rolling in time.”
that takes the wind out of my sails Ifternoon at her h<
"Where you bound?”
and leaves me beached for fair.
In publishing the official cenrenue. Mrs. Geori
“Well, I’m laying a course down
G H R
, sus figures for Waldo County the the West Coast as far as Fort
Its. Howard O 'I
town of Searsmont was accidentally
uest substitutes.
j omitted. That town's population Meyers, then across through the
The
American
automobile
indus

: is given as 708. It also has a very regular channel to Miami. From try has produced nearly 83,030.000
Mrs. Man E Soutil
distinguished Summer resident and there ■well head north to Briny motor vehicles since 1900
win
Lady Knox
property owner in the person of Beaches where well lay up for a
Uonday at her he
month
or
six
weeks
so
my
crew
the novelist, Ben Ames Williams.
can catch up on their swimming.” COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS street. A program
be preaenl
Bill's crew consists of Mrs. Todd
The survey for the Ash Point
WORK WONDERS
■orwin
H.
Olds
airport will be completed the and Mrs. Burrell, Mrs. Todd’s sis
Uhe election of dt
present week, and it will then be
State Conference
up to the W.P.A. authorities and PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Congress in Wushu)
Federal Government. If built it
held at thLs meetin
will probably be a class 3 airport
Sin Island are n | J
with runways 3500 feet long. The
ed
The assisting li
construction work would give em
Ulss Cora Perry, Mr;
ployment for about 200 men.
wn. Mrs l.tt.i
I
Clara Thurston ant
Tlie Veterans of Foreign Wars
Glover.
are presenting an entertainment at
their hall on Water street Friday p
■Miss Rutli Anderso
• night and Vernon D. Giles, chair
fCr \( teinay, alt, : I
man of the committee has invited
^Bct Ch el Operaloi,
the other patriotic bodies, the
at the Sanger ?i
Townsend Clubs and Pleasant ValStone attended me
, ley Grange, .with '“wives, sweetHenae at me tel« j
1 hearts and all.” There will be
Ml . Anderson is in
speakers, and buffet lunch will be
day attending a m
served.
Telephone EmployeK
at Eastland Hotel,
The cover page of the January
weekend guest of Mr.
issue of the Atlantic Fisherman
int that ci y.
shows a fine picture of a Rockland-build craft described by that
Miss Frances O. R1
excellent magazine as “The sleek
in Un on earing for n|
trawler North Star, newest attrac
has been ill with grit
s'x <•
tion to the fleet owned by O'Hara
- wz'1**
Bros., Inc., of Boston joining a long
Miss Hazel Vas
line of famous vessels.” The North
to Lmeoin. where • li»)
Ray Corrigan, John King, Max Terhune in a scene from
Star was built by Snow Shipyards,
in the schools, after
“West of Pinto Basin”
and is a distinct credit to the
weekend at her hom
Rockland yard.
Mrs. Ralph Pos
Almon Cooper, Jr., of Rockland
Tuesday night at het
was guest speaker on “iForestry in
chamc street, a gr<
General,” at this weeks meeting of
Classmates. Lunchet
the Belfast Lions Clhb. Mr Cocper
and a social evenin
is connected with the United States
beln
Mrs Sam Sm.
A. ijohnson M,rs. w
Forestry service, and has had wide
Fancy Native Pullets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
lb
experience covering nearly all dis
These are nice to roast or fricassee.
Miss Viola Anderson
tale Mazzeo
tricts in the United States. The
THIS IS APPLE WEEK
guests included Jack Lowe of Rock
Fancy Spy Apples.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck
For Luzier’s Ccstn*
land, Howard Crockett, song lead
funv
cell Ir.gr id
er. of Rockland, who led the sing
McIntosh Red Apples.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 lbs
341-W.—adv.
ing cf "Moonlight and Roses,” and
Little Pig Pork Roasts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
Dr. Burgess of Rockland.
Small ribs—sweet and tender.
Visit Lucien K C
Austin Richardson is in receipt ‘
.17 second floor, 16 Sell
Fancy Green Mountain Potatoes.. .. .. .. peck
of a letter from his nephew. Fred- j
100 pounds .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.00 Fellows Block. City.
erick (Ted) Richardson of New
These cook white, and taste good.
Coats and Cloth Coat|
York and Owl’s Head, mailed from 1
prtc<
Cabbage and Turnip.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
Honolulu Jan. 13. Young Richard
son was enroute for Bombay, India,
Salt Mackerel.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
where he begins four years' foreign
Salted Dandelions.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs
service for Socony Vacuum. The |
Large Package Superba Rolled Oats.. .. .. .. .. ..
beginning of his long journey was
a trip from New York to San Fran
Johnson’s Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . qt .11; peck
d,
cisco by air, boarding a steamship
Common
Sense
Baking
Powder
...
25
oz
can
at the latter port, with the pros
T|IIS QUICK, At firs
Good cooks say it works as good as higher priced
pect of six weeks asea.. Young
HANDY WAY
ones—try it.
Richardson is a son of Arthur B.
nol)
up each nostftl.
LaTouraine Coffee.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
Richardson, whose connection with
action aius Nature's <,
the cold. Keep it hand
the Cheeseborough Manufacturing
Break 0’ Morn Coffee.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
Company saw him located in Rus
Superba Solid Packed Tomatoes .... 2 cans
VICKS VA-Tl
sia. China, Japan and 16 years in
Six
Cans
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
England
before
returning
to
America, with visits to many other
Diced Carrots.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can
foreign countries.
No. 1 Can Superba Fruit for Salad.. .. .. .. can

TEST YOUR

ft(na Only
Brand-new de
sign, modern, at
tractive. Whistles
when it boils.

|

TISSUES
14c

HAMBURG,

lb 17c

NATIVE

Ib 17c

Evety-0llier.-0

POTATOES,

peck 17c

We Redeem Orange and Blue Food stamps

J. A JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.
—V

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 17

EveiyOtherrDay

Eveiy-Other-Day"
, Mrs. Burrell is captain of her
,-n trailer, and navigator too;
it Bill acts as Admiral of the
pet which consists of two trailers,
ro cars and two canvas additions
quiring lashings and' guy ropes,
wlines and half hitches which
duck soup to an old sailorman
te BUI.
,
-All we need is a couple of quarl booms and riding lights to pass
r a regular flotilla,” says BiU.
•m about ready to hoist a couple
lush pennants and join the NeuaWty Patrol.”
‘Hey. you swabs.” he shouted,
low about splicing the main
ace?”
Thus pleasantly summoned, Mrs.
xld and Mrs. Burrell joined us
r an age-old sea going ceremony
llch was attended to in the best
editions of the rolling deep.
“Down the hatch,” says Bill.
•• Tls well." says me.
Mis. Todd watched us with a
signed expression.
She had
ard Bill and me parade our sea
aguage before and I suppose she
jn’t find it particularly interestg. She took her own method of
owing her lack of interest.
"Vo. ho. ho. and a oottle of cocoa
la.” she remarked sarcastically,
f you two old Boots don’t come
hore pretty soon, you’ll get your
ft wet"—
That's the way it is with me.
hen I get going good on this
ep sea lingo, someone has to
me along and say something
at takes the wind out of my *ails
d leaves me beached for fair.
O H R.

^SQC* ETY.

Winter Sports Items

JACQUELINE ENTERTAINS

ROCKPORT

Almost 1C30 persons visited the
«««~
Snow Bowl area last Sunday to ski.
skate and toboggan, or join the
T.TDA G. CHAMFNEY
Winter sports enthusiasts arcund
Correspondent
the blazing fireplaces at the Lodge
House. Mingling with visitors from
Tel. 2229
Mrs
L. E. Pettengill and Miss. Mrs. Hurley D. Oliver is slcwly all over the State, were several
Dorothy Kent are in St. Petersburg, ' improving following an illness of hailing from such distant points as
The annual meeting cf the Rock
Fla. fcr the Winter.
several weeks at her Pleasant Lakeland, Floida. and London.
port Carnival-Regatta Association
England.
------street home.
* ♦ * *
will be held Monday at 7 p m. at
Philip Townsend, sen of Mr. and
-------Mrs Fred Townsend, celebrated his i Myron Neveteon of New York
A group of six from Bangor who the Town hall.
The RH.S. girls' and boys bas
sixth birthday Wednesday bv en- | University is spending his vaca- visited the Snow Bowl for the first
tertaining a few of his friends. A
with
unc]e Nathan Ber- time Sunday afternoon were Mr. ketball teams will play Camden
and Mrs. Lawrence Eddy. Robert High School teams at the Rockport
deccrated cake and other reLe.^.1- I j. qWskV at Hotel Thorndike,
and Stanley Eddy, and Mr. and gymnasium Friday n ght.
inents were served Gues.s ir.j.uJ- '
_____
ed Reta Townsend, Barbara Jtar.
The Tiytohelp Club met Monday
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord of Gover Mrs. Curtis Hutchins.
* * * *
Townsend, Celia McGraw. Sonny nor’s Island. N. Y„ will arrive
night at- the home of Mrs. Maud
A new Winter sport was added to Carleton with Mrs Hazel Cain and
McOraW, Leland McClurkev. Ill- Monday to be guest of her mother.
the list, when several members of Mrs. Carleton as co-hostessas. Plans
, ry McCluskey, Jr , Albert Gv.pt.li Mrs. J. F. Cooper.
the Cornden Outing Club initiated were completed for the Valentine
jr and Philip Townsend.
k -jorir.g here. The three skiers
Anthony McNamara of Eagle’ on hickories behind high stepping supper to be held Feb. 11th with
the husbands as special guests. Next
Miss Mary Paladino was honored Rock, Va., is the guest of his sister, !
steeds were nene ether than Hugh week the club will meet at the Bap
at a surprise birthday party Tues- Miss Rose McNamara.
Montgomery, Elisha Richards and tist vestry when a quilt wi.l be
, av night given by Miss Eleanor
Richard Lyman.
tacked. Mrs. Lida Champney and
Spear and Mrs. Austin Nelson at
• •
•
Miss Sarah Sansom of John street
Mrs. Lena Tominski will be hos
\Ir Nelson’s home. Cards and returned
this week from a visit
Hcmer L. Hayward. Portland, tesses.
bawling featured the entertain with her sister, Mrs Harry Smith
new skimeister at the Snow Bowl,
ment Refreshments were served. in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Iou Upham and
was welcr med to this area with a
Those invited were Mr. and Mrs.
daughters
Marion and Helena were
snow fall of four inches of new
William Dean, Mr and Mrs. James
dinner
guests
Sunday at the home
powder
snow
cn
top
of
a
five
inch
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller is
Cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert Young in
hard base, one of those little cour
Nelson, Misses Marie Hilt and Syl- recovering from a severe grippe at tesies which every ski instructor Camden, the occasion honoring the
v.a Laitinen, Mrs. Artlline La tack and will be able to occupy his appreciates.
35th anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Chance, Mrs. Bernice Anderson, pulpit Sunday.
Upham's marriage.
• • » •
Arnold Nelson. Carl Spear. Willie
The Twentieth Century Club will
Children's and adult classes in
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Harold Coombs
Filhnen. and Austin Nelson.
meet
Friday afternoon at the heme
and Mrs. Evelyn W. Peaslee mo ski instruction are being held at
of
Mis.
Fannie Thompson instead
tored yesterday to Portland on busi the slope at the Snow Bowl. Ar
Mrs. Arthur S. Littlefield enter ness.
rangements for private instruction of the heme of Mrs. Nino Carroll as
tained her contract club Tuesday
may also be made with Homer scheduled. Mrs. Helen Overman
ifternoon at her home on Talbot
will review the book “Saints and
Mrs. Katherine Small and Miss Hayward.
• # * *
i.enue Mrs. George Wooster and
Sinners” by Dutton.
Mr. Howard G. Philbrook were Marion Hobbs have returned from
Twenty members of the Thomas
Mrs. Glenn Smith has returned
Boston, where they attended the ton Outing Club, were guests at the
miest substitutes.
frem
Portland where she spent the
annual Hairdressers’ Convention.
The American automobile indusCamden Sncw Bowl Saturday, and weekend with her husband who is
enjeyed the skiing, skating and stationed at Ft McKinley.
has produced nearly SJ.OOO.OOO
Mis. Mary E. Southard will enterMrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. Ken tobogganing.
tin Lady Knox Chapter, DA.R.
□tor vehicles since 1900
Rev and Mrs. C. V. Overman
* • * *
Monday at her home on Ocean neth Spear, Miss Ellen Daly, Mrs.
were
dinner guests Tuesday night
Rev. Duncan Rogers brought a at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
treet. A program on National De- Eugene Lamb, Mrs David Beach,
iurier-gazeth want ads
ense will be presented, with Rev. Capt. Keryn ap Rice and Ralph L. greup of 20 boys and girls from Thcmas Carroll at East Warren.
WORK WONDERS
;<>:win H. Olds as guest speaker, Wiggin are attending the Red Cross Northport and Lincolnville to the
Troop 214 of the Bey Scouts, Rev.
he “lection of delegates to the Institute for National Defense Camden area last Friday evening C. V. Overman leader, is busy with
meeting
in
Portland
this
week.
Amcng ether groups who have had,
state Conference and National
or are planning parties at the Lodge plans for the observance of Boy
ongress in Washington will be
lY-SATURDAY
Mrs. John Chisholm and Mrs. House this week are the Ski Gulls Scout Week, Feb. 7-13, details to
eld at this meeting. Donations for
James
Burgess entertained the the Queen contestants and a group be announced.
1; Island are respectfully solicitAt the Methodist Church Sunday
Wednesday
Night Club at the home cf youngsters who celebrated Philip
1 The assisting hostesses wil be
Rev.
F. Ernest Smith will speak at
of
Mrs.
Chisholm
last
night
at
a
Montgomery's
birthday
there
last
lLs» Cora Perry, Mrs. Mabel Sher11
o
’
clock
cn the subject “Call to
novelty
party
and
cards.
Luncheon
Saturday.
lan, Mrs. Etta Stoddard, Mrs.
* * * *
a
Greater
Fellowship;” Church
|
at
the
Copper
Kettle
preceded.
Mrs.
lain Thurston and Mrs. Angelica
School
at
10
o’clock; the Epworth
Gene
Rich,
president
of
the
Out

David
McCarty
was
awarded
first
lover.
..*• •
novelty prize, and Mrs. Walter C. ing Club, has set some kind cf a League service at 6 p. m. will be
Miss Ruth Anderson was in Ban- Ladd won first honors in bridge. record by living in Maine and work the first in a series cf lessons on the
r yesterday, attending the Dis- Traveling prizes were given Mrs. ing in New York City. Gene re Bible as outlined in the new magji?t Chief Operators' Conference Arthur W. Doherty and Miss Anne turns each weekend, by train, or agine, “The Epworth Highroad;”
Earle Achorn will be the speaker
by plane, to Camden.
the Bangor House Thomas C. McLaughlin..
at the 7 p m. service in the absence
I'one attended the Managers’ Concf the paster who will be the
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Burton
E.
Flanders
Miss
Nettie
L.
Jordan
is
on
va

pence at the telephone budding
speaker at the South Thomaston
entertained
last
night,
following
a
cation
this
week
from
the
tele

Anderson is in Portland to-Church.
1
theatre
party,
when
adjournment
phone central office.
liy attending a meeting of t|ie
“Trusting in the Lord Jesus
I' lephone Employes Credit Un.on was made to their home for a social
College ‘‘spirit” ran high at the Christ ’ will be the subject of Rev.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Eastland Hotel. She will be the jj evening.
P. P. Bicknell, Mr. and Mrs. Knott First Baptist Church last Friday C. Vaughn Overman's sermon at 11
[• ekend guest of Mrs Alice Gurney
C.
Rankin, Mr. and Mrs Clarence night when the Christian Endeavor o'clock Sunday at the Baptist
that city.
F Joy and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Society held an intercollegiate so Church when the members of the
cial. The vestiy was divided into Christian Endeavor will be special
I Miss Frances G. Rhodes has been Hocking.
four sections with each designat guests in observance of the 60th
Union, caring for her mother who
Hatetoquitit Club was entertained ing the name of its college. These anniversary of the founding ctf
Is been ill with grippe
yesterday at the home of Mrs. Retta sections were attractively decorat Christian Endeavor. Church School
•»*/
■ Miss Hazel Vasso has returned Cole. Mrs. Orrin Smith and Mrs. ed with the colors representing at noon; Christian Endeavcr at 6
t< Lincoln, where she is a teacher Nellie Dow wen honors, and guest Bowdoin, Maine, Colby and Bates. p. m. The 7 p. m. service will be
Terhune in a scene from
ini the schools, after spending the prizes were given Mrs. Fred Colla- "Dean" Ansel Young managed the held at the West Rockport Church.
Basin”
more* Mrs. Irvin Elwell and Mrs. games for the evening and the fol
weekend at her home.
Work is progressing rapidly on
Hattie Davies.
Luncheon was lowing teams were the winners: the res dence which is being erected
Bowdoin, Ken Darby Race, Maine. at the rear of the Capt. Eells Boat
■Mrs. Ralph Post entertained served.
Baseball and Basketball. Colby, De Barn and which Is to be used in
•icsday night at her home on Me
Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy of Talbot ave bating, and Bates, Crab, Football
lanie street, a group of forther
nue,
will be tiie chairman during and Duck Races. The latter receiv connection with the music colony.
jssmates. Lunclieon was served,
The exterior is nearly finished and
id a social evening spent, guests February for the Rockland League ing the "intercollegiate cup.” Bar the crew is busy now with the in
ing Mrs Sam Small, Mrs. Vaino of Women Voters. The first meet bara Perry, “college caterer,” head terior work.
Ik
Johnson M.rs. Walter Barstow, ing on Feb. 3 at 3 o'clock will be a ed the refreshment committee and
• •••»••••••
iss Viola Anderson and Mrs. Na- discussion of the major provisions served college ices and cookies. The
taaee.
Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb entertained
of the “Lease-Lend Bill," an act to following enjoyed the evening’s
le Mazzeo.
Mite
Club Moiiday afternoon for
.E WEEK
promote the defense of the United fun and made up the college
cards
and
luncheon, with Miss Cora
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . peck .35
For Luzier's Cosmetics and Per- States, and the proposed changes groups: Bates: Shirlene McKinney, Perry and Miss Ada Perry acting
me call Ir.grid Nelson, Tel. of this act being discussed by the President, Maynard Ames, Virginia as substitutes. Honors were won
.. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs .19
legislature at the present time. Egan, Douglas Mills, Dorothy Syl
7-W—adv.
12-lt
Capt. Keryn ap Rice will speak to vester, Tillie Haskell. Kenneth Mig- by Mrs. A. D. Morey, Mrs. Lillian
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .22
McRae and Mrs. Arthur Haines.
the League on Feb 10. his topic be
Visit Lucien K Green & Son’s ing "America Helds the Balance in nault Burnel Mank, Bernice Staney, Lee Wotton; Bowdoin: President
Just received at BurdeH's Dress
cond floor, 16 School street. Odd the Far East.” The meeting of Joseph Mills, David Dorr, Doris
atoes.. .. .. . peck
.17
Shcp.
Misses sizes. $7.95.—adv.
llcws Block. City, for Furs, Fur Feb. 17 will disclose a discussion of McIntyre, Elizabeth Haskell, Har
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1.00
iats and Cloth Coats, at moderate two pamphlets. “Look at Latin lan Rollins, Mary Gerrish; Colby:
hmI.
ices.
9-tff America” and "America's Choice Csmcnd Palmer, Jr. , President.
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .2
Today." Feb. 24, Mrs Robert Treat Virginia Haskell, Kathleen Black
Pauline Graham Talbot
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .15
Whitehouse of Portland will relate man, Ruth Andrews, Cora Dorr.
<?><$><$>-*>
to the group her experiences and. Bradley Dennett; Maine: Ansel
.. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs .25
knowledge obtained while attend Young, President, Eleanor Ames,
“RANGING THE
lied Oats.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 17
ing the school of politics at Rad Albert Mills, Barbara Perry, Rich
.
qt.11; peck .80
cliffe college. This meeting will ard Brown, Muriel Adams. Ruth
MAINE COAST”
be with Mrs. Henry Bird on Broad Dennett, Luella Patterson and Rev
der ...25 oz can .15
IHIS QUICK, At first sneeze, rniffie,
Id M higher priced
J. C. MacDonald.
liiinvu/sv or nasal irritation, put way.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .25
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb .17
does .... 2 cans .25
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 70
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can .10
r Salad.. .. .. . can .18
r Cocktail ... can .15

.
.

.15; 3 Cans
.25; 3 Cans

.40
.70

, are so rich in ripe

rill compliment you

cans .25; 6 cans
can .15: 3 cans
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can

.70
.40
.15

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can

.20

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can

.25

le to any meal.

o Juice.. .. .. . can

.10

onsistency. Keep a
whole family.

y to Serve Hulled
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . can
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
.. .. .. .. .. . 3 cans
.. .. .. .. .. . 2 doz
irds—
•
lb

.18
.15
.25
.35
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Friday and Saturday

Of Interest to Women

.

LT

We are pleased to announce
that we have recently been app
ointed local agents for
“Dorothy Gray”

Jacqueline Helen Thompson, fcur-year-old daughter cf Mr. and Mrs.
Key Thompson of South Main street, celebrated hor birthday with her
young friends at her parents’ home Monday afternoon. Left to right:
Janice Mosher, Donald Mosher, Jacqueline Helen Thompson the hostess,
Elizabeth Rae Johnston, Douglass Mosher. Jennie Sukeforth also at
tended the party but was a little too bashful to pose for this picture with
the rest of the group.
—Photo by Cullen.

The New Ski Pro
Hayward Takes Over His
New Duties At Hosmer’s
Pond Snow Bowl
Homer Hayward, ski pro at the
Snow Bowl, has officially taken
over his new duties, and is giving
beth class and individual instruc
tion in the fascinating art of
“skiing under control.”
Hayward, an outstanding skier
in the State and a member of
Maine Ski Instructors. Inc., com
bines a thorough knowledge of this
sport with a fine teaching person
ality. The importance of learning
a proper ski technique in order to
eliminate danger in skiing cannot
be overemphasized and the Cam
den Outing Club, in obtaining the
services of Hayward, felt that ski
instruction was an essential of a
Winter sports pregram.
Regularly scheduled classes will
be held at the slope from 1 to 5
every afternoon, weather permit
ting. There will also be night
classes cn Tuesday. Thursday and
Friday nights from 7 to 9. A class
for children will be held from 4 to
5 this Friday. Cars will call at the
schools for the children on this day
to transport them to the Bowl.
Fbr admittance and definite sched
ules of clas es, Mr. Hayward should
be called, either at the Snow Bowl
Lodge House (tel. 8811) or through
the Carnival office, 33 Main street.
Camden (tel. 679)).
Pians are> being made for a High
ScJ>ool and Club racing team for
the Carnival.
Mr. Hayward has been invited
to ’attend the Ski Gulls informal
party Thursday evening at the
Sncw Bowl Ledge. He will also at
tend the Friday night supper spon
sored by the House Committee for
members of the Outing Club at the
Lodge.

Comique Theatre

One of the oldest and top ranking
cosmetic lines of the country.
Special—To introduce the new line we present
for a short time a $2 bottle of the famous Dorothy
Gray “Blustery Weather" Hand Lotion, Powder

Base, etc., for $1.00.

TICKETS

Friday and Saturday

it

Added at Saturday Matinee
Only for the Children

5 CARTOONS
Plus
Free Candy to 50 Luekv Children
At Saturday Matinee Only

Augusta, Gardiner, ar.d Water
ville. with a combined population
of 42.032 and an estimated 1384
cases representing 5327 people re
ceiving public aid, have been add
ed to the area in which the food
stamp plan for distribution of
surplus agricultural commodities is
to be effective. Th? plan is now
in effect, or soon will be. in speci
fied) areas of Arocstock. Penobscot,
Knox, Waldo. Kennebec, Cumber
land, and Piscataquis counties.
The stamp plan makes it possible
to move price-depressing surpluses
through regular trade channels, at
the same time adding health-giv
ing foods to the diets of families
getting public aid.

“FARGO KID”

Strand patrons temortow and
Saturday will meet Pierre Radisson
the man who saved a new world
for the ruler who had ordered him
hanged! Paul Muni in a starring
role unlike any he’s ever had, brings
this colorful, adventurous charac
ter to life on the screen in "Hud’ sons Bay." spectacular 20th Century-Fcx adventure film.

I

,-WLli GAZE

The Rug Club met last Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Edna Barrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond cf
Jefferson were guests Sunday at
George Lermcnd’s .
Mis Ruby Starrett has been visi
ting Miss Vella Barrett.
Mrs. Lula Libby accompanied Mr.
and Mrs. Hiram Libby and Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Libby of Thomaston
Friday to Deer Isle.where they at
tended the funeral services for A.
W. Libby.

Plus

At Strand Theatre

Si

WDSOtt
BOT .

SOUTH WARREN

COMIpUf.^

35c

’*•"*<* fcun to p,.yl

ALBERT P. N. TRIBOU
The community has been sad
dened by the death of Albert P N.
Tribou. The deceased was born in
Hamjfcden in 1880, son of David and
Mary Framings Tribou. He was
educated in the schools of Hamp
den and graduated from Bucksport
Seminary. He became a member
of Pliades Lodge, F.A.M., at Millbridge in 1915, later becoming a
member of King Solomon Temple
R AM. Chapter and King Hiram’s
Council in Rockland
He was in the lighthouse service
about 10 years, serving two years
and seven months on Petit Manan
and the remaining time at Rock
land Breakwater. After leaving the
service, he worked several years
with Everett E Spear in carpentry.
Having the misfortune seven years
ago to lose cne of his legt, he had
been doing saw-Lling at his home on
Myrtle street.
Always of a jcvial, thoughtful
disposition he will be greatly
missed.
The funeral was held Tuesdayafter noon from Burpee's Funeral
home. Besides his wife Etta, he is
survvied by one brother.

In real life, families are disrupted
and their personnel changes hands
by the lengthy process of the di
vorce court. But Aim families are
altered by a much simpler process
involving options, contracts and
their ilk. For example witness the
new “Higgins Family!”
Their
latest picture “Meet the Missus”
which opens Jan. 31 at the
Comique for a two day run, pre
sents a new Ma, and a new Pa, a
new Grandpa and a new Sid! The
In normal years, tourists visiting
only member who remains with England exspend more than $130.the new cast from the cld Higgins 000.000
regime is Lois Ransom. Roscoe
Karns does well with his role of
Pa Higgins, who, in attempting to
get his family out of difficulties
only succeeds in getting them
deeper involved. Ruth Donnelly
THURSDAY, JAN. 30
scores ns the amiable wife and
I>ast Times Today
Spencer Charters is appealing as
the
badgered and bewildered
GENE AUTRY
Grandpa. As a supporting feature
“MELODY RANCH”
Tim Holt and Ray Whitley are
Ann Miller, Jimmy Durante
appearing in 'The Fargo Kid.”
•Hairless Hector”
News
This typical western with Tim
Holt, depicts the complications
FRI.-SAT., JAN. 31 -FEB. 1
which arise when a young cowboy,
journeying to a redeo is mistaken
Saturday Only
fcr a notorious outlaw and hired
Cash Night, Come Collect $100
to commit murder. Saturday night
••MBET THE MISSUS”
is also cash night.
Roscoe Karns, Ruth Donnelly

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
MONDAY, FEB. 3

8 O’CLOCK

Tim Holt, Ray Whitney
Plus
“PROBLEM PAPPY ’

SUN.-MON., FEB. 2-3

“FLIGHT COMMAND” ‘
Robert Taylor, Ruth Hussey
New*

r(. GENE TIERNey
JUST A REMINDER

ISA

v>'\

PAYSONS’

NOW PLAYING
•SECOND CHORUS”
with
FRED ASTAIRE
PAULETTE GODDARD

BEAUTY SALON
7

NOW LOCATED AT

10 SCHOOL STREET

TODAY

SAN FRANCISCO’
376 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

Week Days,
Sundays.

Phone 892
2.00. 6.30, 8.30
3.00. fi.30. 8.30

P.

♦»••

RANGfcBUSURS hxn
\
l»3pp»d between two tires
they smash the>« way to tree
t
‘
dom amtd brerthtaKmg action
Don t miss

Cosmetics

.12

soncoT

ND

U 11) each nostfil. Its stimulating , Sarah Linnell Hat Shop, Copper
Herbert Alexander is no
n aius Nature's defenses against
told. Keep it handy. Use it early. l Kettle. Sale—Ail Winter Hats, re- in the employ or connected
j duced in
*2. $3, formerly way with Burpee Furniture
to $5.-adv.
13-14 Karl M. Leighton, jeweller,
land.

This And That

Writing life insurance policies on
mules has become a daily pastime
by the Farm Security Administra
tion.
* * * *
Someone has written the fol
lowing:
Where is my wandering boy tonight,
I wonder, near or far?
An anxious parent asks and adds
And also, where's the car?

IELP PREVENT
IOLDS developing
1 nai a UMle ylcks Vu_tro_

Mrs. Talbot’s Lecture

By K. 8.

1PECIALS

[
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Utah is in the limelight Just
now because of some rare Botani
cal specimens that have been
found growing in that State, White
Sage Valley and desert; and some
have been found in the mountains
of Nevada.
« « » «

It would be impossible for the
devastated countries of Europe to
follow the advice of Francis Bacon
today “To draw the curtains of
night upon injuries as though they
had never been.”

•»••

Vast quantities of munitions are
sadly wasted in a war. For every
man who was killed in the first
World War over 7500 bullets were
fired.
• • • •
Artemus Ward was the pen name
of Charles Farrar Browne. He
was America’s foremost humorist
in 1834, but his humor would not
go far with this generation—not
the lasting quality that Mark
Twain had.
• • • •
“The people of America do play
funny games, don’t you know,”
said an Englishman watching a
picnic party eating corn on the
cob at a shore corn roast.
• • • •
No one has been able to find out
the origin of wheat growing. In
the earliest historic periods wheat
was known as an old industry.
• • • •
After a naticn-wide survey, it
has been determined that the aver
age speed throughout the United
States of passenger motor cars on
the open road is 41 6 miles an hour.
• • • •
Visitor: “Just what is that build
ing over there?”
Sophomore: "Oh, that is the
greenhouse.”
Visitor: “Really, I didn’t know
that the freshmen had a dormitory
all to themselves.”
• • • •
During the first World War. a
heavy average of soldiers were af
fected by disturbed heart action
even more than were actually
wounded.

To Be Given In Universalist Church Monday
Night—Camden’s
Appreciation
The following clipping was taken
from The Camden Herald of Jan.
16. under the title “Monday Club
Enjoys An Interesting Lecteure."
It says in part:
“The Monday Club, with invited
guests, were privileged to hear a
delightful and interesting lecture
by Mrs. William D Talbot of Port
land and Rockland, in St. Thomas
Parish House, on the afternoon of
Jan. 12. Mrs. Talbot used in col
laboration with her own original
remarks, the absorbing bock “Rang
ing The Maine Coast” by Alfred
Loomis adding also poems by John
Masefield, James Whitcomb Riley,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, our own
Wilbert Snow and others. Mrs.
Talbot’s clear voiced dramatic style
added much to the charming enter
tainment.
“The pictures were exquisitely
colored, the lights and shadows and
vivid coloring in the blue water and
even bluer skies evidenced the
speaker’s versatility, showing her
self to be a real artist andalover
of the beautiful in nature, as well
as in dramatic art. Many beau
tiful views were shown of Cam
den’s Summer estates, among them
being the lovely gardens of Mrs. E.
J. Cornells, Mrs. DefreeS, Mrs.
Bok, Mrs. Stalker and Mrs. Donald
Dodge.”
“Mrs. Talbot is well-known and
appreciated, not only in her native
State, but elsewhere, as a lecturer
and monologuist. Mr. Talbot ably
assisted his wife, showing the vari
ous slides in a masterly manner."
Through the generosity of Mrs.
Talbot and her husband, this same
travelogue will be repeated at the
Universalist Church on Monday
evening, Feb. 3 at 8 o'clock. Tick
ets are now on sale by members of
the parish and it is hoped that
the attendance will be a large one.

It is estimated that there is cne
automobile to every feur and1 a
half persons in the United States.
F)nal Clearance Sale—One lot
$16.95 dresses new $8; one rack of
dresses, $3; one rack of dresses. $2.
All .skirts now $189 Excellent
values. All sales final. Alfreda
Perry, 7 L-meroek St.
13-14

rlkmms Restless
■Nlflv
"■mIa II
Mil Id -

Cranky? Rertless?

Can't sleep? Tlrn
easily .' Because of
"
dlatress caused by
monthly functional disturbances?
Then try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vege
table Compound. Plnkham's Com
pound Is famous lor relieving such
rundown, nervous feelings of “diffi
cult days.” Made especially for wom

en. WORTH TRYING I Anv drug
store.

* * ♦ •

For the first time in its history,
Cuba is shipping eggs to other
countries.
«

t

#

Yes. poetry comes from more
sensitive natures. They who think
in rhythm are most apt to look
deep into the waters of life, bring
ing into the surface lieht profound
tides that help cultural thoughts.
Did you ever notice how much
poetic thought ties into the founda
tions of Christian living?
* • ♦ •

The city of New York has 270
private wells in use daily. They
are inspected periodically by Health
Department inspectors.
• • • •
George Washington seldom wrote
out his name in full but made it
easier by a G Washington.
• » • •

Approximately 200.C30 seals aTe
taken annually in the waters
around Newfoundland.
♦ » • *

Isn't it a queer thing to realize
that much of the earth's crust is
made up of materials which once
lived upon this great earth in the
form of animals or plants.
* • • •
Every man should hold a rational
desire to lift the average, and thus
help to fame either themselves or
those whom they might Influence.
* • • *
The Finnish language has a
Mongolian flavor despite Finland’s
proximity to the Scandinavian
countries and their language.
• • • •
It is inconceivable that Britain
will surrender to Hitler ever, and
instead of Hitler wearying Britain
out as they said they would, now
it looks as if old Hitler and his
friends were needing a bit of rest.

There’ll be a line-up

of men for suits
at these prices...
*
If every man in town knew thp

didoes the woolen market

has

been kicking up these last 63

days , . .
Even our customers who bought
new clothing before Christmas
can use an extra suit at these

prices.

We know wha’t your wife would
do. Gentlemen, if she had the
same opportunily offered in flour

. . , SHE’D MAKE DOUGH . .

AND SO CAN YOU.

GRAND SUITS

D • * •

It is estimated that one in every
10 persons in Russia is connected
in some way with the OOPU which
Is the secret police organization.
e • • •
Average speed of freight trains
during 1939 set a new high record,
traveling almost twice as fast as In
1937, thus doing a better business
for all sources.
• • * •
Butcher: “I can't give you any
more credit. Your bill is far bigger
now than it should be.”
Customer: “I know that. Just
make it out for what it should be
and I'll pay it.”
• • • •
Non-shatterable glass now is ob
tainable in all types of eye glasses.
• • • •
European migratory birds arc
known to spend their Winters in
Africa.

AND OVERCOATS
at Savings of
$5.25 to $14.25

GREGORY’S
TEL. 291
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME,
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Snow Bowl Carnival
Important Athletic Events
To Be Held—Queen Con
test Is Intriguing
Busiest place in Knox County
these days is the Carnival office, 12
Main street, Camden, as commit
tees go down the field toward the
Carnival dates, Peb. 14, 15, and 16,
r.nd the Carnival staff, under Alton
Crone, executive director, goes into
h.gh gear.
On Saturday (Feb. 15) the Maine
Interschclastics, sanctioned by the
Maine Principals’ Association, will
take place It will be participated
in by cutstanding teams from Rumlord, Caribou, Mexico, Hallowell
and other towns. There will be 10
events in this meet. For this rea
son it has been necessary to hold
on Friday the interscholastic meet
lor the Webber cup and Ski Oull
trophy, in which High Schools in
only Kncx, Lincoln and Waldo
ccunt.es compete. Camden schoolt
w 11 be closed Friday and a com
mittee composed of Charles Lord,
Garr.o’.d Cole, Thomaston, and
Tirnest Crle, Rockland, will inter
view other schools in these coun
ties in regard to closing so that
they may participate in this meet.
The Friday meets will be of par
ticular interest this year as Union
High Schcol has now won two legs
on the Webber cup and should it
.win again this year would hold it
permanently. Rockland has one leg
cn the Ski Oull Trophy. Events in
the Friday meet include skating,
skiing and snowshoe competition,
in both boys and girls' divisions.
Committees Are Busy
Snow Bowl Carnivals are events
in which many persons in Knox
County are active and committees
are being appointed. The following
have been named:
Executive Director: Alton Crone.
Sprrts: Ernest Crie, Dick Bond,
Homer Hayward, and the Ski Oull
Club.
Sled Dog Racing: A. V. Elmore,
fee Sculpture: John J. Hern, Lloyd
Thomas.
■ Ski-Joring: Oeorge Pullen, Hugh
Montgomery,
Richard
Lyman,
Elisha Richards, Forrest Spear,
Clarence Thomas.
Speed Skating: Ray Rcse, Neil
Magee, E. M. Avery.
Boxing on ice: Oeorge Dyer. •
Woodchopping: Carl Piper.
Tickets: Oeorge Thomac. Lillian
Orey, Leroy Alley.
Public Address System: George
Dyer.
Dance: Harleigh McMinn, Ken
drick Libby, Charles Dailey.
Barking: Elmer Joyce,
Interscholastic Meets: (Friday
and Saturday)
Oarnold Cole,
Thomaston,
William
Thomas,
Un-on, Frederick Richards.
Programs: Dora Packard.
Advertising: Orion Wadsworth
Coronation: Mrs. Alton Crone,
Chairman, Mrs. Irene Bettapiece,
Mrs Walter Rich, Mrs. Ruth Smith.
Mrs. Elmer True, Elmer Crockett,
Roger Calderwood, Allen Payson,
Robert Smith, Philemon Pitcher,
and others
Coronation Car: C. W. Hopkins.
Publicity: Betty Powell Dorothy
Mitchell, Evelyn Stlmson, Mar
garet Thomas, Alfred Hatch.

Vinalhaven Man Reads
Lippincott’s Again, and
Lives Over the Old Days
(By Sidney L. Winslow)
(Fifth Installment)
Well there were
only 10 little sticks
of wood left and
only enough dried
pumpkin to last two
meals.
The poor old cow
Bess was bellowing
for food and water
but there was none
for her and' no way
of getting It to her
if there had been.
Mrs. Brown. though pale and
worn, stall kept her chin up and
‘hey all tried to be cheerful but it
was a hard' thing to do under the

QUINTUPLETS
use MUSTEROLE for

CHEST COLDS
Mother! Give YOUR Child
The Same Expert Care
At the first sign of a chest cold — the
Dionne Quintuplets’ chests and throats
are rubbed with Children's Mild Mus
terole—a product made ttipecially to I
promptly relieve the DISTRESS of
children’s colds and resulting bron
chial and croupy coughs.
Relief usually comes quickly because
Musterole is MORE than an ordinary
“salve.” It helps break up local con
gestion. As Musterole is used on the
Quints you may be sure you are using
just about the BEST product made.
Also in Regular and Extra Strength
for those preferring a stronger product.

Ol

TH£ V°,ce

FRI&W
'"’as
— and the telephone makes it
easy to pay these welcome
visits over any distance ...
• quickly, easily, at low' cost.
LOWEST OUT-OF-TOWN TELEPHONE PATES' N/6NTF ^FTER

MEN’S 65c HAND MADE TIES

$1.00

2 for $1.00

$2.00 ARROW SHIRTS

$120, $2.00 NECK SCARFS

$1.69; 3 for $5.00

Dollar Days Price

MEN’S $4. $5 FELT HATS

AND PAJAMAS
Dollar Days Price

ONE LOT MEN’S HATS

Dollar Days Price

$1.00 Discount

$2.00 PLAID FLANNBL SHIRTS

now $1.59

$1.65 FLANNEL SHIRTS

$1.00
$120 BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _

............

Your choice $1.00

12 Doz. EAGLE KNIT SKI HATS

$1.00

Regular $120
For This Sale

Blue, Green and Tan Stripes

2 for $1.00

29c

BOYS’ TIES

Colors, Brown, Green, Red, Blue
and White

13c and 19c

$1.00
CHILDREN’S
SLIP AND PANTIE SETS
$1.25 values
Dollar Day Price

$12.95
BOYS’ 2-PANT SUITS
Ages 8 to 15
Regular $1220 Suits
Three Day Price

*

Edna Fuller, Camden, still leads
the field In the Snow Bowl Carni
val Queen race this week with 31,766
votes The net four winning posi
tions are held by Ruth Manning
of Camden with 20,510 votes, Phyl
lis Staples of Camden with 20,160,
Dons Moody of Lincolnville with
19.050 votes, and Marlon McDer
mott of Camden with 11220 votes.

$9.95
Included in this Sale are many
items not advertised.
Shop
through our stores for Daily
Specials!

The interest in the Snow Bowl

Limit Only One to a Customer

$126

UMBRELLAS

$1.00

SKI WEAR
Gabardine Pants. Windproof

6 pairs for $1.00

One Lot $1.95
SILK BLOUSES
Dollar Day Price

ALL WOOL
LONG WRISTED MITTENS
Regular price $125
Dollar Day Price

MANNISH PLAID
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.95 value
Dollar Day Price

$1.00 Discount
Jackets and Complete Suits

2 for $1.00

NOVELTY TABLE
Values to 79c
Your Choice

4 articles for $1.00

$1.00

VANITY FAIR
SILK PANTIES
Regular price 79c
Dollar Day Price

CHILDREN’S
GOWNS AND PAJAMAS
Outing Flannel; Sizes 6-14
Regular price 79c
Dollar Day Price

2 pairs for $1.00

2 for $1.00

f|g
■ .

WOMEN’S
WHITE MOCCASINS

Pink, Blue and Old Rose
$225 value
Dollar Days Price

Rubber Soles for winter wear
Three Days Price

$1.00 Discount
PART WOOL SINGLE
BLANKETS
While They Last

$1.00 pair

4 pair for $1.00

2 pair for $1.00

MEN’S 17c HOSE
Dollar Days Special

Dozen pair $1.00
MEN’S $120 SLIPPERS

$1.00 pair

2 for $1.00
FULL SIZE $125 SHEETS
Dollar Days Price

WOMEN’S. MISSES’, CHILD’S
Black or Brown. Fleece Lined
3-SNAP OVERSHOES

$1.00

25c PILLOW SLIPS, 42x36

7 for $1.00

Special, $1.00 pair

LARGE

SIZE TURKISH
TOWELS
25c value
Dollar Days Price

WOMEN’S $6.75
QUEEN QUALITY SHOES

$1.00 pair discount

WOMEN’S NEW FALL SHOES
Pumps, Oxfords. Sport Shoes
$4.00 values
Dollar Days Price

During Our Dollar Days Sale
89 PAIRS
QUEEN QUALITY SHOES
Special Price

$2.00 pair

$3.79

EXTRA SPECIAL!
While They Last
GIRLS’ FLEECE LINED
COLLEGE BOOTS
Black and Brown

$1.65 SUIT CASES
Dollar Days Price

$1.00 pair

ONE LOT OF SILK BLOUSES
Regular price $120
Dollar Day Price

6 for $1.00

5’
8s

Women’s Large Size
FLANNEL GOWNS
Regular price $1.00
Dollar Day Price

NANCY ELLEN FROCKS

$125

BABY CARRIAGE BLANKETS
Blue, Pink. White
Dollar Days Price

$1.00

ALL WOOL SKI SOCKS
AU Colors and Sizes
Regular price 59c
Dollar Days Price

4 pairs for $1.00

3 tor $1.00

11 MEN’S SPORT COATS
Three Day Price

LADIES’ WINTER COATS
Fur Trimmed or Sport Style
Regular price $1820
Dollar Day Price

BOYS* JERSEY SUITS
Sizes 4 to 8
Values to $125
Dollar Days Price

$2.95

$15.00

2 for $1.00

$5.00

EVERY ONE C.l|

1940 Dodge
1937 Dodge
1937 Dodge
1941 Plymou]
Sedan
1937 Plymou]
Sedan
1937 Chev. 2
1939 Chev. 2l
1937 Oldsmol
1937 Chevrol

y.

79c each; 2 for $1.50
One Table of
SMOCKS and WRAP DRESSES
Values to $1.95
Dollar Days Price

3 for $1.00
COTTON DRESSES
Fast Color, Pre-Shrunk
Regular price $125
Dollar Days Price

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.57_ _ _ _ _ _ _

WARNER LASTEX GIRDLES
Regular price $2.00
Dollar Days Price

$1 pair; 3 pairs $2.75

SMALL LOT MEN’S SUITS
Dollar Days Price
Whole Suit for
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CHILDREN’S

Dollar Days Price

$4.95

Popular

54 PARK ST., K<lj
TEL. 12

___

One Lot of

5 for $1.00
10 for $1.00

_ _ _ _ _ 2 for $1.00

$4.69 and $7.85

Medium Size 25c Towels

Rotarian

Dyer’s Gai

Made in Camden
Regular price $1.00
Dollar Days Price

COTTON WASH DRESSES
Regular price $1.00

4 for $1.00

mTrou

1937 Dodge
1937 Dodge

2 pairs for $1.00

WINDPROOF FUR TRIMMED
JACKETS
Regular price $620
Dollar Days Price

WASH CLOTHS
Regular price 15c

IS2

Children's and Misses’
WOOL MITTENS AND GLOVES
Values to $1.00
Dollar Days Price

50c WARNER BRASSIERES
Dollar Days Price

$1.00 dozen

$1.00

HAINES
TURKISH TOWEL SALE
Large Size 35c Towels

Established J

REGISTRi

HEAVY FLANNEL AND
JERSEY PAJAMAS
Regular price $1 95
Dollar Day Price

VANITY FAIR
KNEELAST HOSE
Regular price $1.15 pair
Dollar Days Price

SMALL SIZE TOWELS

Special Price on All Luggage
during our Three Days Dollar
Sale.

$1.00 pair

HUKSDAY

Saturday

For the month
on all of our

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 29c

CHILDREN’S COATS
Some with matching Ski Pants
Values to $1225
Dollar Days Price

Issued
ft esdav

$1.00

Regular 50c
WOOL HOSE
Dollar Day Price

Men’s $25.00 Overcoats with zipper linings; Brown. Grey,
and Green mixtures. Dollar Day Price ....................... $1825
Men’s and Boys’ Reversible Top Coats, suitable for all
season wear; $1820 value. Three Day Price ............ $11.35
$10.00 will buy Any Top Coat in Our Store
Regular value to $2220. This price is for Dollar Days Only!

70x80 Part Wool, Satin Bound
BLANKETS

MFN’S $2.00 FLEXZE
ALL RUBBER OVERSHOES
CHILDREN’S
SHEEPSKIN SLIPPERS

5 pair for $1.00

One Lot of Ladies*
GENUINE LEATHER BAGS
Values to $320

2 for $1,25

Dollar Days Price

25c HOSE

now 59c

3 DAYS ONLY—Thursday, Friday, Saturday—January 30, 31, February 1

MEN’S 35c
SILK OR SILK & WOOL HOSE
Dollar Days Price

e/>

$1.00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.00_ _ _ _ _ _ _

$1.95

$1.00 Discount
WOMEN’S

01

$1.00 BED SOCKS

MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S OUTFITTERS
MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED CAMOEN, MAINE
OPEN EVENINGS DURING SALE
These are just a few of the items that a Dollar will buy during these THREE GREAT DAYS IN CAMDEN!

MEN’S $2.95 and $320 SHOES
Black or Brown
Dollar Days Price

$220 TWO-TONE
SPORT JACKETS
Dollar Days Price

1

Values to $725

DOLLAR DAYS ONLY

$1.00

Queen Contest is gaining dally.
Due to the fine skiing and skating
facilities now found at the Snow
Bowl, many Winter sports enthusi
asts are spending their "Free Mo
ments” at the Bowl. With the
weather favorable the Interest tends
to strengthen the number al votes
cast for each girl. However, the
contest is still In its infancy and
one of those trailing may prove
a dark horse and surprise the ar
dent followers of the contest which
rally from eight towns In Knox and
Waldo Counties.
The standing
follows:
Edna Fuller. Camden .......... 21,760
Ruth Manning. Camden..... 20,510
Phyllis Staplets, Camden .... 20,160
Doris Moody, Lincolnville .. 10,050
Ma ion McDermott, Cam’n 11220
A Janet Henry Thomaston 11.900
Caroline Burns. Rockport .... 0.360
Doris Nickerson, Lincnvllle 5.110
Jeannette Overlook, Warren 8,260
Mildred Stevens, Belfast ....
7,520
Gwendolyn Barlow, Thom. . 4.500
Madeline Farris. Union ....
3200
Shirley Blackington, Rockl'd 2,770
Leona Flanders. Rockland .. 1.010
Hazel Crcoker, Camden ....
1,010

-

2 for $1.00

Men’s $35.00 Hart SchalTner A Marx Suits, new fall
patterns. Three Day Price ............................ ,.................. $29.45
$25.00 Suits. Dollar Day Price .................................... ........... $19.85
(These suits cannot be duplicated at this price today)
29 Men’s Suits, left from last season; your choice ........ $10.00
Values to $2920

MEN’S $125
SLIP-ON SWEATERS
Maroon. Green. Blue
Dollar Days Price

LADIES* SILK DRESSES
Sizes 12 to 44
All New Styles; Value $425
Dollar Day Price

$1.00

HASKELL & CORTHELL and THE WOMAN’S SHOP

Ages 14 to 20
Values to $1925
Dollar Day Price

q,

2 pairs for

WOOL OR FLEECE
HOUSE COATS

DOLLAR DAYS

STUDENTS’ 2-PANT SUITS

silk hose

WOMEN’S $125 KID GLOVES
Dollar Day Price

12c

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 29c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Women’s Full Fashioned

$3.29

ONE LOT BOYS’ SKI CAPS
BOYS’ LEATHER HELMETS
With Goggles

SC/FUDAY

^FFD

Complete Suit $5.00

$1.00 pair

r

SPECIAL! ’ “

BOYS’ 69c SHIRTS

AU of Oar Men’s Fall and Winter
$120 CAPS
Dollar Days Price

$1.39

Dollar Day Price

Children’s and Misses’
WINTER SOCKS
Regular price 25c
Dollar Day Price

2for $1.Qp -

$1.00 Discount

Combined values $12.95

$1.00

$5 BUFFALO PLAID SHIRTS

$1.00

MEN’S $1-50
FLANNEL NIGHT SHIRTS

One lot of $1.95
WOOL SWEATERS
Dollar Day Price

PLAID FLANNEL. SHIRTS

Values $125 to $1.65
Dollar Days Price

$1

One Lot of Misses'
SKI JACKETS AND PANTS

$1.00 each

BOYS’ 79o*

$1.00

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS

BOYS’
OVERALLS AND JACKETS
Regular price $1.79
Dollar Day Price

$1.00 J

$120 UNION SUITS

WOMEN S SILK DRESSES
Sizes 12 to 44; Values to $7.95

7

Dollar Values in THE WOMAN’S SHOP

MEN’S FLANNEL SHIRTS
$125 to $2.00 values
Dollar Days Price

2 suits for $1.00

3 pairs for $1.00

I

youlii

now $5.95

MEN’S $1.00
WINTER UNION SUITS ‘
Dollar Days Price

Mr. and: Mrs. Zina Merry of
Boothbay Harbor and Alice Dun
can were visitors Sunday at A. W.
Winchenbach's.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank, son
Wilford, Mr. and Mrs. Lexton
Mank and Helen Levensaller have
been passing several days in
Barre. Mass., as guests of Mr. and
;
Mrs. Lewis Fritscher.
Installation of officers of Maple
Grange was held/ last Thursday,
The work done by the human Lydia Morse acting as installing
heart in one day is eual to lifting official. The new leaders are:
Worthy master, Wilson Adams;
124 tons a foot high.

overseer, Elsie Lawson; lecture J
Virginia Libby: chaplain, uj
Winslow:
secretary.
Florey. |
Smith; treasurer, Oeorge Benner
steward, Shirley Howard; assistar,: I
steward, Frederick Ross; lady aj.
sistant steward, Gladys Smith;
gate keeper. George Rosy; Pomona
Oravllle Shuman; trustee, Harold
Smith. Owing to illness. Cere Nel.l
lie Winchenbach and trustee, a
W. Winchenbach were unable tc|
attend and Flora. Helen Lever..I
sailer was r.ot present. Supper wt
served at the conclusion of the)
ceremonies.

(oWSVM

$1220 LEATHER COATS

3 pairs for $1.00

NORTH WALDOBORO

w0M**

$2.95’

50c WOOL MITTENS

50c INTERWOVEN
HOSE
Silk and Wool or Silk
Dollar Days Price

Cor-

Whatever makes men good Chrismakes them good oitlgeos.

Larger and more dramatic than

ever before, the 70th annual New
England' Spring Flower Show of
the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society will be held March 17-22.
Mechanics Building will be
magically transformed into some
173 lovely gardens
There will be no Sunday display
this year. The doors will be opened

MEN’S $6.50
ALL WOOL PARKAS
* With Hoods
Dollar Day Price

$1.00

MEN’S

C.’trb, George Pullen.

First successfully Introduced In
troduced in the United States in
1890. at New York City, the Eu
ropean starling now is found1 In
every state of the Union east of
the Mississippi River.

Patrooa will See 173 Lovely
Gardens In Mechanics Build
ing

at 1 p. m.. on Monday and will be
closed at 10 p. m. Saturday.
Right now attention is chieflycentered on the mammoth Austra
lian display which, complete with
waterfalls and gorgeous golden
trees, will fill the stage of Grand
Hall. A glamorous rose garden,
such a planting as every amateur
gardener has always dreamed of
seeing, is also being readied. And
so are the other 171 displays
planned.

Shop through our Stores for Many, Many Dollar Day Bargains, not
advertised. Open Evenings During Dollar Sale

$1

MEN’S $2.00 WINTER GLOVES
With Knit Linings
Dollar Day Price

$4.89

Ambulance Service: Chief Allen
Payson, and Camden Fire Depart
ment.
Treasurer: T. J. French.
Purchasing Agent: B. F. Mathews,
Jr.
Supervision
of
Maintenance:
Henry Bickford, Percy Luce, Oli
ver Mayhew, Harold Brown..
Advisory—Camden Outing Club
Executive Committee: Percy Keller,

the fireplace and began eating
slices of bread and dried beef
making it disappear like magic.
But after satisfying their hunger
they once more had to crawl into
bed to keep warm as the Are had
gone black cut. Everybody in the
Brown family, as they cuddled in
bed that night, was almost inclined
to believe in Santa Claus.
Mr. Brown arrived the next day
—and what do you think!—he
found a rackful of hay for the cow
and there was a pail of wateT in
the manger too. But who do you
think was the Santa Claus that
brought all these good things to
the Brown family cn that bleak,
snowy Christmas eve?
It was none other than Old
Mother Crispy herself who, in
spite of the great snowdrifts that
were deep enough to cover a house
until only the chimney showed,
was able to tote a big sack of vege
tables. a large hunk of dried beef,
a rackful of hay and a bucket of
water to a destitute family that
lived half a mile away—anyway
that's what Bertie said in his let
ter, according to Mr. Lippincott.
Bertie is also quoted 86 saying
that has Uncle Philip said that
Mother Crispy was "a diamond in
the rough” and if she dad all these
things with which friend Bertie
has credited her, we are inclined
to agree with Ur.cle Phil.
Yes sir, I got an awful thrill by
reading and perusing that good old
Lippincott Fourth Reader and am
looking forward to the day when
I shall review the remainder of
the interesting and familiar old
items w’hlch go to make up the
bock and which are so remir.i'.scent
of those golden schooldays when
"bright youth had1 full sway and
joy was too great to last."
(The end)

SPRING FLOWER SHOW

Values of Quality in THE MEN’S STORE
WOOL MACKINAWS
With or Without Hoods
New Fall Plaids
Dollar Day Price

Ol

I ly appeared from out the mouth of

MEN’S AND BOYS’ PANTS
Values to $3.50 Dollar Days Price

1$

Boys’ $6.95

Entertainment of Quests: Cam
den High Schcol. Camden Skating

Queen Contest Quickens

circumstances. Evening came but
there was no food for anybody but
Lizfde who was the youngest. It
was Christmas Eve. too. but no
body said anything about hanging
stockings and none but (Lizzie
could have supper. Johnnie was
lulled to rest that night with the
hope that his dad would come
home the next day and' bring him
9ome bread and butter.
As there was no fuel to keep
them warm the family went to bed
early and pretty well discouraged
but with the hope that Mr. Brown
would1 make his appearance on the
morrow. Bertie tried hard to get
to sleep but to no avail and a9 he
lay there swamped in gloomy
thoughts there came a sound as
though someone was on the roof
of the house.
Some of the older children rose
up in bed' and shouted, “Father!
Father! Are you there ” thinking,
of course, that it was he, but they
received no answer. There was
also a queer sound as of someone
coming down the chimney. “Santa
Claus for certain.” said Bertie.
Soon a long narrow bag covered
with soot and1 ashes bounded out
cn the floor but before it could be
picked up another followed and
then another. The packages con
tained/ dried beef, potatoes, tur
nips. tea. etc.
The
children
kept
calling.
"Father, why don't you sperfk?’
but no answer came and they
heard retiring footsteps as they
stood there in wonder and amaze
ment. "It’s r.ot father at all.”
said Mrs. Brown. “for he never
would have gone without speaking
a word."
Although greatly disappointed
that their father hadn’t arrived,
they soon became interested in the
packages which had so mysterious-

BOYS’ BLACK HORSEHIDE
COATS Only One to a Customer

Lighting Effects: Robert Smith.

Hugh Montgomery, Harold
thell, Gilbert Harmon.

Every-Other-Day
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$1.69

$120 JEWELRY. COMPACTS
and NOVELTIES
Dollar Days Price

75c
59c JEWELRY
Dollar Days Price

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 39c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

An inf
of Stean;

LADIES’ SLIPS
SUk, Satin or Knit
Regular price $1.00
Dollar Day Price

$2 for $1.25

This p

.

lished thi
WOMEN’S 2-SNAP RUBBER
OVERSHOES Fleece Lined

nr
11
prji

CHILDREN’S .AND MISSES*
SNOW BOOTS Sheepskin Cuffs

frl
*P *

sons wisl
HASKELL A CORTHELL A THE WOMAN’S SHOP
Three Entrances, Main and Mechanic Sts., Camden; phone orders filled

COTTON DRESS GLOVES
Regular price $1.00 pair

A n|> (4

L

|ll )l

LADIES’ WINTER COATS
Values to $18.50
Dollar Day

f'ei'-i
I

$5

by notify

office.

